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Abstract 

 

Regulation of gene expression is a key driver of organismal development and cellular 

differentiation. Misregulation of gene expression disrupts development and drives many disease 

states. While cells modulate gene expression through a variety of processes, transcription is 

thought to be the most critical and highly regulated process in gene regulation. Ultimately, all 

transcription regulatory signals converge at the core promoter. Here, I investigate the function of 

the conserved Drosophila core promoter element Motif 1. Most of our knowledge of 

transcription initiation comes from studies on promoters with a TATA box and Initiator. While 

these studies have yielded invaluable information, most promoters lack this combination of 

elements. Thus, our knowledge of the mechanisms that drive initiation from promoters with 

different core promoter elements is limited.   

In order to better understand alternative mechanisms of initiation, I investigated 

ribosomal protein (RP) gene transcription in Drosophila. I focused on RP genes for several 

reasons. First, Motif 1 is enriched at RP gene promoters in Drosophila. Second, TBP is not 

required for transcription of RP genes. Third, in all higher eukaryotes examined, the TCT motif 

replaces the Initiator sequence at RP gene transcription start sites. Finally, RP genes represent a 

well-defined gene-regulatory network and are thought to be coordinately expressed. For these 

reasons, the RP genes offer a compelling model system to study alternative initiation 

mechanisms and the coordinate transcription of gene networks. Here, I demonstrate that Motif 1 

and M1BP are required for RP gene transcription. Additionally, I found that M1BP works at RP 

genes by recruiting the TBP-related factor 2 (TRF2) to RP gene promoters. My data shows for 

the first time that TRF2 is recruited to promoters by sequence-specific binding factors. This 
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resolves a long-standing question in the field since TRF2 does not bind DNA in a sequence-

specific manner. Furthermore, I show that the largest subunit of the general transcription factor 

TFIID associates with all RP gene promoters in vivo. Thus, while previous reports called into 

question TFIID’s role in initiation at TCT motif-containing RP genes, this finding further attests 

to TFIID’s key role in transcription.  

I also identify an M1BP interacting protein called GFZF and investigated its function. I 

show that GFZF is a glutathione S-transferase (GST) and that it is essential for transcription 

activation. These results provide the first example of a transcription factor with GST activity. 

GFZF has appeared in a number of genetic screens that implicate it in processes as disparate as 

hybrid inviability and positive regulation of RAS/MAPK signaling. Because little was known 

about GFZF’s molecular function, the authors of these reports explained and interpreted GFZF’s 

appearance in these screens in complex and unclear terms. My findings suggest GFZF’s 

involvement in these disparate cellular processes results from its association with over 1800 

housekeeping gene promoters. Many of these housekeeping genes are directly involved in the 

processes that were being investigated. The knowledge of GFZF’s molecular and cellular 

function should guide future interpretations when GFZF appears in large-scale screens. Finally, 

while it remains unclear why a transcription factor possesses a functional GST domain, I discuss 

ways that a transcription factor with GST activity might function in gene regulation. This might 

include roles in the transcriptional response to stress and the maintenance of genome integrity.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

The correct spatiotemporal regulation of gene expression is a nuanced process that 

underpins vast swaths of biology and its misregulation can contribute to disease states and 

problems in development. Regulation of Pol II-mediated transcription is one of the primary ways 

in which gene expression is modulated. Despite there being a number of steps at which 

transcription is known or thought to be regulated, initiation is perhaps the most rate-limiting step 

(Cisse et al, 2013).  

Genome Accessibility 

A number of steps must take place prior to transcription initiation. To start, since the 

eukaryotic genome is packaged in nucleosomes, distal regulatory (enhancers) and proximal 

regulatory (promoters) regions must be made accessible to transcription factors and to the 

general transcription machinery. While it has been postulated, based on studies in yeast, that the 

underlying AT-rich sequence of promoter regions dictates nucleosome positioning and occlusion 

by disfavoring nucleosome association (Segal et al, 2006; Ioshikhes et al, 2006; Yuan & Liu, 

2008; Peckham et al, 2007), it has been demonstrated that such sequence preference can only 

partially explain nucleosome depletion in these regions (Zhang et al, 2011; Krietenstein et al, 

2016; Valouev, 2011). Specialized transcription factors, termed pioneer factors, facilitate the 

removal of nucleosomes from enhancers and promoters. Pioneer factors bind their recognition 

sequence while the DNA is still wrapped around the nucleosome and ultimately destabilize or 

alter histone-DNA contacts (Cirillo et al, 2002; Cuesta et al, 2007; Hatta & Cirillo, 2007). This 

alteration enables other transcription factors or histone remodeling complexes to bind chromatin 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/UEDsz
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/UEDsz
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/UEDsz
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Rh2jm+oFrfS+9Qysg+RD2ct
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Rh2jm+oFrfS+9Qysg+RD2ct
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Rh2jm+oFrfS+9Qysg+RD2ct
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Rh2jm+oFrfS+9Qysg+RD2ct
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Rh2jm+oFrfS+9Qysg+RD2ct
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Rh2jm+oFrfS+9Qysg+RD2ct
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Rh2jm+oFrfS+9Qysg+RD2ct
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Rh2jm+oFrfS+9Qysg+RD2ct
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/VnDSt+Kh8rn+qywKK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/VnDSt+Kh8rn+qywKK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/VnDSt+Kh8rn+qywKK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/VnDSt+Kh8rn+qywKK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/VnDSt+Kh8rn+qywKK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/VnDSt+Kh8rn+qywKK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/QyOMt+6WQze+S4dCC
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/QyOMt+6WQze+S4dCC
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/QyOMt+6WQze+S4dCC
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/QyOMt+6WQze+S4dCC
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/QyOMt+6WQze+S4dCC
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and causes a cascade of events including further nucleosome destabilization, promoter opening, 

and transcription (Zaret & Carroll, 2011) (Figure 1-1). 

 

 

Figure 1-1. Representation of the role pioneer factors play in DNA opening. 

(A) The pioneer factor (blue) binds DNA in a condensed chromatin environment and (B) enables the 

binding of other transcription factors and/or histone remodeling and modifying complexes (shown in 

orange and gray). (C) Regions where pioneer factors bind are “primed” for activation by the recruitment 

of additional cofactors and the acquisition of histone modifications associated with active transcription. 

Reproduced from (Iwafuchi-Doi & Zaret, 2014). 

 

Transcription Activators and Mediator 

During or following the process of nucleosome depletion from promoters and enhancers, 

additional sequence-specific transcription factors (activators) bind both distal and proximal cis-

regulatory elements. Co-activators associate indirectly with chromatin through interactions with 

sequence-specific transcription factors. Activators and coactivators are thought to drive 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/43EyA
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/YF2A
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expression as they are brought into close spatial proximity with the promoter region through a 

process termed looping (Szutorisz et al, 2005). The Mediator complex is perhaps the most 

important or well-studied facilitator of the process. Mediator was first identified as a complex 

required to overcome squelching effects when transcription activators were over-expressed in 

yeast (Kelleher et al, 1990). It was demonstrated that this overexpression caused these activators 

to compete with each other for binding sites within the Mediator complex that are necessary for 

activated transcription. This competition reduces Pol II-mediated transcription (Flanagan et al, 

1991). Mediator makes contacts with components of the general transcription machinery 

(discussed below) as well as transcription factors bound to distal regulatory elements thereby 

facilitating the process of activated transcription (Petrenko et al, 2016). One recent review 

concludes that Mediator plays a role in most rate-limiting steps in transcription (Jeronimo & 

Robert, 2017). Figure 1-2 summarizes the current understanding of some of Mediator’s roles in 

transcription initiation and looping.  

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Yqzpp
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Yqzpp
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Yqzpp
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/s23Hm
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/s23Hm
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/s23Hm
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/CLXEa
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/CLXEa
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/CLXEa
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/CLXEa
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/qS1mF
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/qS1mF
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/qS1mF
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/dlWBS
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/dlWBS
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Figure 1-2. Model for transcription activation by Mediator. 

Enhancers and promoters are bound by transcription activators and the general transcription factors 

(GTFs), respectively (shown in gray). Mediator (four modules represented in color) is shown bridging the 

interactions between the distal- and proximal-bound factors, thereby facilitating activated transcription by 

Pol II. In this model, the GTF’s association with the core promoter is facilitated or enhanced by Mediator. 

Notably, the kinase module (shown in red) and Pol II interact in a mutually exclusive manner. 

Additionally, the kinase module can interfere with the tail module’s recruitment by transcription factors. 

Thus, the kinase module has an inhibitory effect on transcription. Reproduced from (Jeronimo & Robert, 

2017). 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/dlWBS
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/dlWBS
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The General Transcription Machinery and Preinitiation Complex Formation 

The core promoter ultimately integrates all upstream regulatory signals, thus making this 

region a transcriptional gateway (Heintzman & Ren, 2007). The core promoter is defined as the 

100 bp region centered on the transcription start site (TSS). It consists of conserved DNA 

elements that direct the association of proteins and complexes necessary for transcription. Early 

studies on the highly active adenovirus major late (AdML) promoter revealed that purified Pol II 

could not accurately initiate transcription in vitro unless it was supplemented with subcellular 

fractions (Weil et al, 1979). Further fractionation of these subcellular fractions revealed a total of 

five biochemically distinct, evolutionarily conserved proteins. These proteins are required for the 

accurate initiation of transcription from the AdML promoter (Matsui et al, 1980; Sawadogo & 

Roeder, 1985; Flores et al, 1989, 1992). These proteins are now commonly referred to as general 

transcription factors (GTFs). They include TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIF, and TFIIH. Altogether, 

they form and constitute the pre-initiation complex (PIC). 

By interrogating the function of the core promoter and GTFs, subsequent studies 

provided a greater mechanistic understanding of transcription initiation. Using electrophoretic 

mobility shift assays (EMSAs) and DNase I footprinting, one particularly notable study 

determined both the binding order and nuclease protected regions for each GTF (Buratowski et 

al, 1989). The events identified in this study, in order of occurrence, include: binding of TFIID to 

the promoter followed by the recruitment of TFIIA and TFIIB, then TFIIF and Pol II, and finally 

TFIIE and TFIIH. This order-of-assembly model of PIC formation has held up well to additional 

scrutiny from studies using biochemistry, genomics, and structural analysis (Sainsbury et al, 

2015). It should be noted that there are reports of a Pol II holoenzyme consisting of Pol II, 

TFIIB, TFIIE, TFIIF, TFIIH, a histone acetyltransferase, and a histone remodeler (Ossipow et al, 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/ELvgv
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/HkI9J
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/HkI9J
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/HkI9J
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/mQ5bt+jn820+sVLvG+hCm3H
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/mQ5bt+jn820+sVLvG+hCm3H
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/mQ5bt+jn820+sVLvG+hCm3H
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/mQ5bt+jn820+sVLvG+hCm3H
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/mQ5bt+jn820+sVLvG+hCm3H
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/mQ5bt+jn820+sVLvG+hCm3H
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/cPOTy
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/cPOTy
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/cPOTy
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/cPOTy
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/zy6ni
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/zy6ni
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/zy6ni
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/zy6ni
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/hmhaz+MNAhc+9iIiz+1KCLY
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/hmhaz+MNAhc+9iIiz+1KCLY
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/hmhaz+MNAhc+9iIiz+1KCLY
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1995; Maldonado et al, 1996; Wu & Chiang, 1998; Wu et al, 1999). The composition of this 

complex varies depending on the purification scheme and source material used. The Pol II 

holoenzyme complex has been proposed to function in a manner that is analogous to prokaryotic 

RNA polymerase wherein TFIID (σ factors would be the functional counterpart in bacteria) 

recruits the nearly fully assembled Pol II complex. Once recruited, the Pol II holoenzyme could 

then initiate transcription without the sequential addition of other factors (Koleske & Young, 

1994, 1995; Kim et al, 1994). Despite these early reports, far less is known about this complex 

and any putative functions in cells. Evidence from a recent single-molecule study supports both 

the order-of-assembly and holoenzyme models of initiation (Horn et al, 2016). This report makes 

the future study of holoenzyme complexes a worthwhile endeavor as such mechanisms may 

confer additional layers of regulatory complexity. Nevertheless, the evidence from most 

biochemical and structural studies (detailed below) is consistent with the order-of-assembly 

model. The data from such studies reveals the molecular functions carried out by each factor that 

ultimately enable Pol II to catalyze the formation of the first phosphodiester bond. Thus, in this 

dissertation, I will focus primarily on the order-of-assembly model, particularly emphasizing 

some early steps in initiation. Since the entire processes of PIC formation is critical to our 

understanding of the regulation of transcription initiation, a more detailed review of the relevant 

literature is fitting.  

TFIID is the first complex to bind the promoter during transcription initiation (Nakajima 

et al, 1988; Buratowski et al, 1989). The TATA box was one of the first core promoter elements 

discovered and both the TATA element and TBP are conserved from archaea to humans 

(Patikoglou et al, 1999). This conservation hints at the importance of the interaction between the 

factor and element. Structural studies of TBP binding during initiation revealed that TBP induces 
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a nearly 90 degree bend in the DNA at the TATA sequence (Kim & Burley, 1994; Kim et al, 

1993). Additional studies suggested this bending is critical for subsequent steps in PIC formation 

and initiation (Juo et al, 1996; Nikolov et al, 1995; Tan et al, 1996). TBP was once believed to 

be the sole factor responsible for conferring the biochemical function seen with early TFIID 

fractions (Cavallini et al, 1989). However, further studies demonstrated that TBP exists in a 

biochemically defined complex with 13 TBP-associated factors (TAFs) (Chiang et al, 1993; 

Poon & Weil, 1993; Reese et al, 1994). Early in vitro transcription studies demonstrated that 

signals from transcription activators were only transduced when the entire TFIID complex was 

present in the reactions, but not when TBP was purified away from the rest of the complex (Pugh 

& Tjian, 1990; Smale et al, 1990; Dynlacht et al, 1991; Tanese et al, 1991). Thus, these studies 

demonstrated that the entire TFIID complex was required for activated, but not basal 

transcription. Additional reports revealed that this effect is a result of interactions between 

transcription activators or co-activators and some TAFs (Hoey et al, 1993; Goodrich et al, 1993). 

Thus, it was proposed that TFIID acts as a coactivator either by being recruited to promoters 

through its interaction with transcription activators or through conformational changes that occur 

in the TFIID complex after contact with the activator (Hoey et al, 1993; Goodrich et al, 1993). 

Interestingly, later studies demonstrated that activated transcription can occur in a TAF-

independent manner at some gene promoters (Walker et al, 1996; Oelgeschläger et al, 1998). 

Thus, these findings suggest that TAF and TFIID function may be context dependent. 

In addition to the contact TBP makes with the TATA box, a series of elegant DNase I 

footprinting and crosslinking studies revealed that TFIID, particularly the TAF1 and TAF2 

subunits, makes extensive contacts with the TSS and downstream promoter regions (Nakatani et 

al, 1990; Purnell & Gilmour, 1993; Sypes & Gilmour, 1994; Purnell et al, 1994; Knutson et al, 
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2000). Subsequent studies showed that TAF6 and TAF9 also make contact with downstream 

elements (Burke & Kadonaga, 1996; Theisen et al, 2010). Evidence from a recent high-

resolution cryogenic electron microscopy (Cryo-EM) structure of TFIID bound to a synthetic 

core promoter sequence (termed SCP1) supports the results from the early crosslinking studies. 

These Cryo-EM structures revealed that TAF1, TAF7, and TAF2 are able to make extensive 

contacts with downstream DNA elements (Louder et al, 2016). TAF6 does not contact the 

promoter directly, but rather bridges the interactions between the B and C lobes of TFIID that 

contact the upstream and downstream sequences. Also, TAF9 was unable to be assigned to any 

density in this structure. These findings once again raise the possibility that TAF functions are 

promoter-context dependent. The overall structure of TFIID bound to the SCP1 core promoter 

highlights the extent of the contacts TFIID makes throughout the core promoter region (Figure 1-

3). Notably, all of these studies were performed on promoters with the TATA box and Initiator 

(Inr) elements (discussed later in greater detail). This is an important point since the composition 

and combination of core promoter elements and the factors that bind to them will be a topic of 

major consideration throughout this dissertation.  
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Figure 1-3. Structural model of TFIID.  

Displayed are Cryo-EM densities of TFIID bound to SCP1 DNA. TFIID consists of three lobes: A, B, and 

C. Lobe A is further divided into two lobes, with the A2 lobe being a dynamic section of the A lobe. The 

lobes of TFIID that were visible in the structure are labeled and delimited accordingly. The densities and 

docked crystal structures of Lobe A1 consisting of TBP and TFIIA are colored red and orange, 

respectively. Lobe B TAF densities are represented in blue. Lobe C consists of TAFs 1 (white), 2 (green), 

7 (brown), 6 (maroon), and 8 (dark blue) and is shown with crystal structures docked into the Cryo-EM 

densities. The various conserved promoter elements of the synthetic super core promoter are labeled 

along the DNA double helix. Lobe A2 was not seen in the Cryo-EM images likely as a result of its highly 

dynamic nature. Adapted from (Louder et al, 2016a).  

 

After TFIID associates with the promoter, TFIIA and TFIIB associate with TBP and 

subsequently bind promoter DNA or the early initiation complex. Although early experiments 

with TFIIA indicated that it played an essential role in initiation (Reinberg et al, 1987), it was 

later shown, in reactions of higher purity, to be dispensable for initiation in vitro (Wu et al, 1998; 
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Van Dyke et al, 1988). Notably though, other reports argue that TFIIA stabilizes the TBP-DNA 

complex, particularly in conditions that are suboptimal for TBP-TATA binding (Imbalzano et al, 

1994). Despite not being required for in vitro initiation, TFIIA is essential in yeast (Ranish et al, 

1992). This finding suggests TFIIA might play a critical role in PIC formation in a cellular 

context where additional activation barriers exist. In agreement with this possibility, TFIIA 

derepresses negative regulation of TBP. For example, TFIIA impedes the action of factors that 

inhibit TBP function including NC2 (Xie et al, 2000), the N-terminal region of TAF1 (Kokubo et 

al, 1998), and HMGB1 (Ge & Roeder, 1994a). TFIIA also promotes the dissociation of TBP 

dimers to their active, monomeric form (Coleman et al, 1999). Finally, TFIIA bridges the 

interaction between the general transcription machinery and transcription factors including NTF-

11, VP16, SP1, AP-11, PC4, and CTF (Ge & Roeder, 1994b; Yokomori et al, 1994; Ozer et al, 

1996). Thus, TFIIA is considered a coactivator (Thomas & Chiang, 2008). 

Unlike TFIIA, TFIIB is required for initiation in vitro and is conserved in all eukaryotes 

and in archaea (Ouzounis & Sander, 1992). TFIIB interacts with TBP and the DNA sequences 

flanking the TATA box. TFIIB stabilizes the ternary complex consisting of TBP, DNA, and 

TFIIA (Bagby et al, 1995; Nikolov et al, 1995). Through its N-terminal B-ribbon and a core 

cyclin domain, TFIIB interacts with and recruits Pol II (Bushnell et al, 2004). TFIIB stabilizes 

Pol II’s association with promoter DNA through contacts with both the template strand and Pol 

II. It also contributes to transcription by facilitating Pol II clamp closure and DNA-RNA hybrid 

strand separation as it guides RNA to the exit channel of Pol II (Sainsbury et al, 2013). Finally, 

TFIIB also facilitates DNA bending by TBP (Zhao & Herr, 2002). These studies highlight 

TFIIB’s fundamental role in early initiation.  
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In the next step of PIC formation, TFIIB recruits Pol II and TFIIF to promoters (Ha et al, 

1993). TFIIF prevents Pol II from binding DNA non-specifically, likely through its own 

interaction with DNA (Sopta et al, 1989; McCracken & Greenblatt, 1991; Conaway et al, 1991).  

This property of TFIIF is consistent with its distant evolutionary conservation with bacterial σ 

factors (Sopta et al, 1989). Additionally, TFIIF stabilizes the early PIC through contacts with 

DNA, both upstream and downstream of the TATA box, and with Pol II (He et al, 2013). TFIIF 

induces changes in DNA topology, which contributes to its function in initiation (Robert et al, 

1998). Furthermore, it enhances phosphodiester bond formation, participates in TSS selection, 

and enhances early elongation (Ren et al, 1999; Ghazy et al, 2004; Price et al, 1989; Funk et al, 

2002). 

In the last step of PIC formation, TFIIF recruits TFIIE and TFIIH. Both TFIIE and TFIIH 

are required for DNA opening. TFIIE bridges the interaction between TFIIH and Pol II (Flores et 

al, 1989; Maxon et al, 1994). TFIIE also has ssDNA binding activity (Yokomori et al, 1998; 

Okamoto et al, 1998). It has been proposed that this ssDNA binding activity accounts for 

TFIIE’s ability to open DNA and facilitate the transition from initiation to elongation (Holstege 

et al, 1995, 1996; Watanabe et al, 2003; Forget et al, 2004). TFIIH contains three modules, all of 

which possess enzymatic activity. The XPB module is a 3’-5’ helicase that functions in promoter 

opening (Holstege et al, 1996; Tirode et al, 1999; Guzmán & Lis, 1999). Mutations in the XPB 

module revealed that the ATPase activity is required for promoter opening while the helicase 

activity is required for promoter escape (Lin et al, 2005). The TFIIH XPD module contains 5’-3’ 

helicase activity and is required for TFIIH function in the nucleotide excision DNA repair 

pathway (Coin et al, 2007). CDK7, the catalytic subunit of the kinase module, phosphorylates 

the Carboxy-terminal domain of Pol II (Feaver et al, 1991; Serizawa et al, 1995; Adamczewski 
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et al, 1996), a domain which is itself an important regulatory module of Pol II (Harlen & 

Churchman, 2017). Figure 1-4 represents the current order-of-assembly model of initiation based 

on decades of biochemical and structural data. 

 

Figure 1-4. Order-of-assembly model of preinitiation complex formation. 

TFIID binds promoter DNA and facilitates recruitment of TFIIA and TFIIB. TFIIF and Pol II follow. 

Promoter DNA is melted and initial transcription occurs through the combined effects of TFIIE and 

TFIIH. Elongation factors such as Spt4/5 associate following promoter clearance. Adapted from 

(Sainsbury et al, 2015). 
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Core Promoter Elements 

The TATA box was the first core promoter element described in the literature when the 

flanking sequences upstream of Drosophila, mammalian, and viral genes were compared and the 

TATA box was observed in all the genes examined (Goldberg, 1979; Breathnach & Chambon, 

1981). The TATA box has been a major focal point in the study of core promoters and 

transcription initiation ever since. The pyrimidine-rich TATA sequence confers biochemical 

properties that enable TBP to associate with the minor groove and induce a kink (Kim & Burley, 

1994; Kim et al, 1993)). In yeast, the distance between the TATA box and the TSS is determined 

by TFIIB and Pol II (Li et al, 1994). However, additional reports contradict this finding and 

rather suggest the position of the TATA box is not a determinant of TSS selection (Chen & 

Struhl, 1985; Hahn et al, 1985). Some studies have called into question whether the stably-

induced kink of TATA DNA by TBP is necessary for TBP function in initiation (Hoopes et al, 

1992; Zhao & Herr, 2002). A more recent study concludes that sequence-specific TBP-DNA 

interactions are not required for transcription of TATA-less genes in yeast (Kamenova et al, 

2014). Thus, it seems our understanding TATA and TBP function in transcription may still be 

incomplete.  

The Inr was one of the first core promoter elements described and is important for in vitro 

transcription (Corden et al, 1980; Talkington & Leder, 1982; Dierks et al, 1983; Concino et al, 

1984; Smale & Baltimore, 1989). Mutating the Inr sequence causes a change in transcription 

initiation sites (Chen & Struhl, 1985; Hahn et al, 1985; McNeil & Smith, 1985). Therefore, the 

Inr is thought to be important for TSS selection (Grosschedl & Birnstiel, 1980; Kuehner & Brow, 

2006). Additional studies identified sequences downstream of the TSS that are important for in 

vitro transcription (Lewis & Manley, 1985; Nakatani et al, 1990). Conserved elements in this 
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region include the downstream promoter element (DPE) and motif ten element (MTE). The 

spacing between the +1 position in the Inr and the DPE and MTE is exquisitely important as a 

shift of one or two base pairs alters the transcriptional output of promoters possessing these 

elements (Burke & Kadonaga, 1996; Lim et al, 2004). When the DPE and MTE exist together at 

the same promoter, which they most often do, transcriptional output is further enhanced (Theisen 

et al, 2010) . Another downstream element, named the downstream core element (DCE) was first 

discovered in the promoter region of the β-globin gene when mutations in the element reduced 

expression of β-globin leading to β-thalassemia. β-thalassemia is a disease caused by 

mismatched expression of ɑ- and β-globin (Öner et al, 1991; Cai et al, 1992; Ho et al, 1996). It 

was later shown that mutations in the DCE reduced TFIID’s affinity for the promoter and 

decreased in vitro transcription activity (Lewis et al, 2000). The presence of these conserved and 

functional motifs suggests that TFIID’s extensive interactions with the core promoter are 

important. The results also suggest that the function of any given promoter element is context 

dependent. 

Interestingly, despite the fact that the general transcription machinery is highly 

conserved, there are no global promoter elements (Vo Ngoc et al, 2017b). For example, the Inr, 

the most abundant core promoter element, is present on roughly 40% of human focused 

promoters (Vo Ngoc et al, 2017a) and 26% of Drosophila promoters (Ohler et al, 2002b). The 

TATA box is present even less frequently (~3%) at such promoters, while TATA-like sequences 

only appear about 28% of the time. TATA-like sequences exist at roughly 20% of focused 

promoters with an Inr sequence, thus, Inr and TATA-like sequences show an inverse correlation 

(Vo Ngoc et al, 2017a). This study confirmed the findings of previous analyses of metazoan core 

promoters which demonstrated that promoters with a well-defined TATA box and Inr sequence 
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only accounted for a fraction of promoters throughout the genome (Ohler et al, 2002b; 

FitzGerald et al, 2006). The downstream MTE and DPE are found less frequently than the 

TATA box and Initiator (Ohler et al, 2002b). The TFIIB-recognition elements exist at only a 

fraction of promoters and are poorly conserved sequences that require TFIIB binding in order to 

be considered functional elements (Vo Ngoc et al, 2017b).   

Despite the diversity in core promoter composition it is clear that TFIID makes extensive 

contacts with the core promoter and these contacts are important in transcription initiation. The 

extent and importance of the contacts between TFIID and promoter DNA lead to the proposal 

that TFIID is primarily responsible for conferring promoter specificity in PIC formation 

(Sainsbury et al, 2015). Indeed, it was proposed early on that the Initiator can fulfill a 

compensatory role at promoters that lack a TATA box (Smale et al, 1990). Consistent with this 

notion, work performed two decades ago demonstrated that sequences at and downstream of the 

TSS dictate TFIID’s affinity for the hsp70 promoter (Purnell et al, 1994; Emanuel & Gilmour, 

1993). Further experimentation is needed to determine the extent to which many of the 

previously mentioned downstream elements contribute to TFIID’s affinity for promoters. 

Of course, biology and evolution are complex and new studies are beginning to reveal 

just how diverse transcription initiation mechanisms might be. For instance, one study reported 

that a polypyrimidine-rich motif (termed the TCT motif) was present, in lieu of an Inr, at almost 

every RP gene promoter in both Drosophila and humans (Parry et al, 2010). The authors 

determined that the TCT motif is distinct from the Inr. They demonstrated that the TFIID 

complex containing TBP shows markedly reduced DNase I protection on TCT motif promoters 

compared to promoters where the sequence is mutated to TCA. Notably, the TCA mutation more 

closely matches the consensus Inr sequence. The reduced DNase I protection on TCT motif 
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promoters is presumed to be the result of weaker affinities (Parry et al, 2010). Thus, this study 

raises the question whether a non-canonical TFIID complex acts in lieu of TFIID to initiate 

transcription at these promoters. Reports of TAF-containing non-TFIID complexes hint at the 

possibility of such mechanisms. For example, TAF homologs such as Drosophila cannonball 

(TAF5 homolog), no hitter (TAF4 homolog), mia (TAF6 homolog), and rye (TAF12 homolog) 

all play essential roles in spermatocyte differentiation (Hiller et al, 2001, 2004). These factors 

associate with the promoter region of genes required for spermatocyte development and likely 

function by reducing occupancy of polycomb repressive complex 1 at these sites (Chen et al, 

2005). These studies suggest that tissue-specific non-canonical TFIID complexes may confer 

special regulatory properties. When considered with the fact that core promoters show 

considerable diversity in composition, such studies have led some to question how general the 

GTFs truly are. Consequently, it has been proposed that the name be changed from general 

transcription factors to basal transcription factors (Danino et al, 2015). TFIID’s association with 

promoters lacking canonical core elements will be more fully addressed in Chapter 2.  

The majority of studies on PIC formation use strong promoters including the AdML, 

CMV, or SCP1 promoters as well as the yeast CYC1, ADH1, CYC7, HIS3, and HIS4 promoters 

(Lewis & Manley, 1985; He et al, 2013; McNeil & Smith, 1985; Buratowski et al, 1988; Chen & 

Struhl, 1985).  These promoters contain canonical elements including a consensus TATA box, an 

Inr sequence, and some combination of downstream promoter elements including the motif ten 

element (MTE) and DPE. While these studies have yielded troves of information, as noted 

above, the fact remains that most promoters lack many or most of the elements highlighted in 

these studies. As mentioned above, the Inr encompasses the TSS and is the most common core 

promoter sequence element, yet, it is found less than half of active genes with a focused 
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promoter (Vo Ngoc et al, 2017a). Furthermore, in addition to lacking a TATA element, several 

studies have demonstrated that not all promoters are bound by TBP (Isogai et al, 2007; Mokry et 

al, 2010; Wang et al, 2014; Pugh & Venters, 2016). All of this ultimately raises the question, if 

TBP and TFIID are critical for PIC formation, how is initiation achieved at genes lacking a 

TATA box or TBP and Inr? All the evidence suggests that additional initiation mechanisms exist 

in eukaryotes, yet such mechanisms on genes lacking the canonical elements have been poorly 

studied. Are different combinations of basal transcription factors required to direct initiation at 

genes with different promoter architecture and composition? 

Expounding a bit further, TBP’s high degree of conservation and seemingly essential 

structural role in PIC formation might lead one to reasonably assume that every active gene 

promoter would possess a TATA box and be bound by TBP. Indeed, it has even been proposed 

that all promoters use TBP during initiation (Sainsbury et al, 2015). Yet, the lack of a TATA box 

at most core promoters and the fact that TBP appears to crosslink at only about 60% of Pol II-

associated genes in human embryonic stem cells (Maston et al, 2012) suggests this may not be 

the case. Indeed, the first evidence of TBP-independent initiation of a Pol II-transcribed gene 

was provided over two decades ago when it was discovered that the zinc-finger protein YY1 

drove initiation in vitro with only TFIIB and Pol II (Usheva & Shenk, 1994). YY1 is able to bend 

DNA and, like TBP, this ability is likely critical for its function in initiation (Kim & Shapiro, 

1996). Notably however, this mode of initiation has only been observed when supercoiled 

templates were used. So, it’s not clear whether the process occurs in cells. However, the finding 

that accurate initiation is adversely impacted when YY1’s binding site is mutated suggests that 

YY1 may play a role in PIC formation in cells (Athanikar et al, 2004).  
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The TBP-related Factors 

Like YY1, TBP-like or TBP-related factors (TRFs) offer an alternative model for 

initiation that may explain, in some cases, the lack of a conserved TATA box and the lack of 

TBP binding at thousands of active gene promoters. Four TRFs have been described in 

eukaryotes. Given the high sequence homology with TBP, TRFs are thought to adopt the same 

saddle-shaped structure as TBP (Rabenstein et al, 1999). TRF1, the first TRF identified 

(Crowley et al, 1993), is found only in insects and is identical to TBP at 63% of amino acid 

residues in the C-terminal DNA-binding domain (Rabenstein et al, 1999). Like all other TRFs, 

TRF1 is capable of interacting with TFIIA and TFIIB (Rabenstein et al, 1999; Moore et al, 1999; 

Teichmann et al, 1999). The interactions with TFIIA and TFIIB are thought to be critical for 

TRF1’s ability to substitute for TBP from select promoters in in vitro transcription experiments 

(Hansen et al, 1997). While TRF1 guides transcription from alternate promoters of some Pol II-

transcribed genes (Holmes & Tjian, 2000), its main function may relate to its indispensable role 

in Pol III-dependent transcription of tRNAs, 5S RNA, and U6 RNA (Takada et al, 2000). TRF3, 

a vertebrate-specific TRF widely expressed in all tissues, is 93% identical to TBP (Persengiev et 

al, 2003). TRF3 exists in complex with TAF3 and drives expression of Pol II-transcribed genes 

during myogenesis (Deato & Tjian, 2007). Notably, TRF3 has retained at least some capacity to 

interact with the TATA box or TATA-like sequences and is thought to alter gene specificities 

during development (Bártfai et al, 2004; Jallow et al, 2004; Deato & Tjian, 2007) 

TRF2 is present in all metazoans and it has been proposed that TRF2 played a key role in 

the evolution of bilateral symmetry in animals (Duttke et al, 2014). Unlike TRF1 and TRF3, 

TRF2 is only 41% identical to TBP. The inherent differences in the DNA-binding domains TBP 

and TRF2 would likely make the initiation mechanisms of TRF2 incongruent with the 
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mechanism by which TBP initiates transcription. Specifically, like the other TRFs, TRF2 is 

thought to adopt the same saddle-shaped structure as TBP (Rabenstein et al, 1999). However, 

TRF2 diverges from TBP in the residues that are important for TBP’s association with the TATA 

box. Specifically, many of the aromatic residues in TBP that are thought to be responsible for 

inducing the 90 degree bend in the TATA box are not present in TRF2 (Rabenstein et al, 1999). 

Thus, while TRF2 is required for transcription of select TATA-less promoters in vitro, how 

TRF2 associates with promoters remains a mystery as no binding element has been determined 

(Hochheimer et al, 2002; Ohbayashi et al, 2003; Chong et al, 2005; Isogai et al, 2007). 

Importantly though, TRF2 has retained the ability to interact with TFIIA and TFIIB (Rabenstein 

et al, 1999). One study demonstrated that TRF2, but not TBP, is involved in transcription of the 

histone H1 gene but not the core histone genes while other promoters showed ChIP signal for 

both TRF2 and TBP (Isogai et al, 2007).  The same study concluded that TRF2 was required for 

the transcription of Drosophila Ribosomal protein (RP) genes in vivo (Isogai et al, 2007). More 

recent work confirmed that TRF2, but not TBP, was required for the in vivo and in vitro 

transcription of RP genes (Wang et al, 2014). Thus, TRF2 fulfills a critical, TBP-independent 

role at many promoters. Therefore, the study of TRF2-mediated transcription may reveal novel 

initiation mechanisms.  

 

Additional Core Promoter Sequence Elements 

 A recent review article outlines the various elements present in metazoan core 

promoters. Table 1-1 lists those promoter elements, identifies their position relative to the TSS, 

and provides their consensus sequence. Though I haven’t discussed all the elements present in 
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the table, the information conveys that core promoters are heterogeneous assemblies of 

numerous functional sequence elements.  

 

Table 1-1. Conserved eukaryotic core promoter elements. Reproduced from (Vo Ngoc et al, 

2017b). 

 

Motif 1 and M1BP  

The advent of whole-genome sequencing contributed new information about the 

composition of core promoters. Two studies detailed the prevalence of core promoter elements 

throughout the genome. They also identified several other unknown or understudied motifs 

present in Drosophila promoters (Ohler et al, 2002b; FitzGerald et al, 2006). Among the 

elements identified was Motif 1. Motif 1 was intriguing because genes with Motif 1 tend to lack 

a TATA box and canonical Initiator (Ohler et al, 2002b). Notably, this study estimated that Motif 

1 was present at 25% of the gene promoters they examined. For comparison sake, the Inr was 

found at 26% of core promoters investigated in this study. The prevalence of Motif 1-containing 

genes and their distinct composition suggests that they could serve as a valuable model for non-
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canonical transcription initiation. Additionally, Motif 1-containing genes are essential to study in 

order to gain a complete, global understanding of transcription regulation in this important model 

organism. Interestingly, Motif 1 showed up in a scan of Ribosomal Protein (RP) gene core 

promoters (Isogai et al, 2007), a point that will be explored more extensively in Chapter 2. 

Another study reported that Motif 1 is present at many genes that are upregulated in response to 

amino-acid starvation. This study also demonstrated, through mutational analysis, that Motif 1 is 

necessary and sufficient to drive the transcriptional response to amino acid starvation (Li et al, 

2010). Intrigued and spurred on by the scarcity of information about Motif 1-containing 

promoters, our lab identified the factor that binds Motif 1, named it M1BP, and began to 

characterize it (Li & Gilmour, 2013). This work demonstrated that M1BP binds the core 

promoter of nearly 2000 Drosophila genes and is required for Pol II-mediated transcription. Our 

lab also reported that Motif 1 and M1BP tend to be present at and occupy the promoters of 

housekeeping genes. Notably, M1BP-bound genes tend to be expressed at relatively steady levels 

through all stages of development and in all tissues. Furthermore, nearly all the Motif 1 sites 

within core promoters are bound by M1BP. This study also demonstrated M1BP genes have a 

strong nucleosome-depleted promoter region with a highly ordered array of nucleosomes in the 

body of the genes (Li & Gilmour, 2013). These findings provided the onus to pursue a more 

thorough characterization of M1BP in order to better understand the regulation of this prevalent 

and important gene class.  

GFZF and Glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) 

My early exploration of M1BP and Motif 1 lead to the discovery of several interacting 

factors. Experiments exploring the implications of two of these factors will be reported in 

Chapters 2 and 3. One of the factors, GFZF, has an array of zinc fingers fused to a glutathione S-
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transferase (GST) homology domain (Illustrated in Figure 1-5). GSTs catalyze the nucleophilic 

addition of the activated thiol group of glutathione to an electrophilic substrate (Hayes et al, 

2005). Glutathione (GSH) is a tripeptide and is the most abundant non-protein thiol in cells 

(Salinas & Wong, 1999). GSTs have primarily been studied for their roles in response to 

chemical insult and drug resistance (Hayes & Pulford, 1995). Living organisms are constantly 

exposed to mutagenic compounds present in the foods they consume and in the environment 

(Ames et al, 1990). Additionally, reactive oxygen species (ROS) are natural byproducts of 

aerobic respiration, ionizing radiation, and cellular inflammation (Hayes & Pulford, 1995). 

Naturally, cellular mechanisms have evolved to cope with these persistent chemical insults. 

GSTs play a key role in the cellular processes responsible for neutralizing these chemical threats 

(Mannervik & Danielson, 1988; Lavoie et al, 1992; Berhane et al, 1994). GSTs exhibit broad 

substrate specificity (Mannervik & Danielson, 1988) and have even been shown to sequester 

non-substrate compounds (Listowsky et al, 1988).  Furthermore, it’s been shown that GST 

expression levels correlate with cellular sensitivity to a wide spectrum of toxic compounds 

(Hayes & Pulford, 1995). Thus, GSTs play a clear and important role in the cellular response to 

toxic stressors. More recent studies have demonstrated that a π-class GST in mammals catalyzes 

the glutathionylation of cysteine residues of other proteins (Townsend et al, 2009). This is 

believed to be a protective mechanism that ensures these redox-sensitive cysteine residues aren’t 

irreversibly oxidized and damaged during oxidative stress (Townsend et al, 2009). Additionally, 

studies have shown that α- and μ-class GSTs are present in the nucleus and are bound in layers to 

the nuclear periphery. It is believed this localization enables these GSTs to neutralize chemical 

threats before or upon reaching the nucleus and inflicting DNA damage (Stella et al, 2007). 

These more recent studies suggest a previously unappreciated variety in the mechanisms 
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employed by GSTs to protect cells during cellular stress. In Chapter 3, I provide the first 

evidence of a GST acting as a transcription factor (Baumann et al, 2017). This finding expands 

our knowledge about the multifaceted roles of GSTs in the cell and has interesting implications 

for gene regulation fluctuations following chemical insult. Furthermore, these results suggest that 

GSTs may have additional, undiscovered cellular functions. 

 

 

Figure 1-5. Illustration of GFZF. 

GFZF is 1045 amino acid residues in length and has four N-terminal FLYWCH Zinc finger domains 

upstream of a GST-homology domain. The FLYWCH domain is a subtype of the abundant C2H2 zinc 

finger family, but little is known about FLYWCH zinc finger function.  

 

Questions to Be Addressed 

Evidence from previous studies suggested that Motif 1 and, by extension, M1BP might 

play a role in activation at the housekeeping gene promoters to which it binds. Motif 1 was 

returned from a MEME search using sequences obtained from a TRF2 ChIP-chip experiment 

(Isogai et al, 2007). Additionally, our own scanning assessment of M1BP ChIP-seq signals on 

the genome browser revealed that M1BP was present at many of the RP gene promoters. Thus, I 

formulated a hypothesis that M1BP was required for transcription of RP genes. Furthermore, 

since M1BP resides in the core promoter, I posited that it might drive expression of RP genes by 

recruiting TRF2 to RP gene promoters. I demonstrate in Chapter 2 that this is the case. The 

importance of this finding might extend beyond Drosophila since all metazoans possess TRF2; 
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thus, it seems plausible that analogous mechanisms for TRF2 recruitment to gene promoters exist 

in higher eukaryotes. 

In the same study on RP genes, I also sought to determine whether TAF1 was involved in 

transcription from RP gene promoters. It was unclear whether it was binding RP gene promoters 

since the purified TFIID complex showed little to no association with TCT motif promoters as 

measured by DNase I footprinting. Also, the existence of TAF variants and non-canonical TAF 

complexes mentioned above provided a potential model for TFIID- or TAF1-independent 

initiation. My results show that TAF1 associates readily with RP genes and correlates with Pol II 

levels on virtually all active genes. This is an important clarification in the literature as it seems 

TAF1, with its extensive promoter contacts, functions at all Pol II-transcribed gene promoters. 

In addition to understanding the potential interplay between M1BP and TRF2, I sought to 

identify other factors that associate with M1BP in the context of core promoter sequences. I 

devised an immobilized template pulldown strategy and identified several factors that are pulled 

down in a Motif 1-dependent fashion. One of the factors identified, Putzig, had previously been 

shown to interact with TRF2 in a multi-subunit complex, thus providing a potential biochemical 

connection between M1BP and TRF2. Another factor I identified was the GST-containing 

FLYWCH zinc-finger protein (GFZF). GFZF was of particular interest because it appeared as a 

“hit” in a number of genetic screens, yet little to nothing was known about its molecular and 

cellular functions. This gap in our understanding of GFZF function seemed important to address 

as the various screens and reports implicated GFZF in medically-relevant cellular processes 

including the G2 to M DNA damage checkpoint and regulation of the RAS/MAPK signaling 

pathway. 

Additionally, GFZF was very interesting from a molecular perspective since it had an 
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unusual architecture consisting of four zinc fingers connected to a C-terminal glutathione S-

transferase (GST) domain. Since zinc-fingers are typically thought to be involved in nucleic acid 

binding, this would implicate GFZF as a potential transcription regulator. After performing a 

number of experiments, I was able to conclude that GFZF is a transcription coactivator. This is 

the first report of a factor with GST activity directly affecting transcriptional output. This finding 

could open the door to studying unexplored mechanisms by which cells modulate their 

transcriptional response to oxidative stress or changes in metabolite (glutathione) concentrations 

in the cell. While there has been some literature describing redox regulation of proteins in cells, 

none have described the potential modulation of a Pol II-transcription coactivator. GFZF could 

thus serve as a great model system for studying the role of oxidative stress in the regulation of 

Pol II-mediated transcription. 
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Chapter 2: M1BP recruits TRF2 to coordinately transcribe 

ribosomal protein genes 

 

 

 

 

 

Most of the content in this chapter has been published in Nucleic Acids Research (NAR), which 

allows publication of this material in my dissertation. 
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Introduction 

The tight coordinate regulation of ribosomal protein genes is common to all organisms 

(Perry, 2007). These regulatory mechanisms must ensure that each of the ribosomal proteins are 

synthesized in the appropriate amounts to assemble ribosomes. Additionally, they need to be 

synthesized at levels needed to meet the translational demands of each cell (Perry, 2007). In 

bacteria, coordinate regulation is achieved by organizing the RP genes into operons. In the yeast 

S. cerevisiae, transcription of the ribosomal genes is coordinated by a collection of well-

characterized DNA binding proteins (Reja et al, 2015) and references therein). Some of these 

proteins like Rap1, which is bound to essentially all of the RP promoters in S. cerevisiae, 

function at many genes in addition to the ribosomal protein genes. This indicates that the 

regulatory network controlling the RP genes involves combinatorial control rather than a single 

master regulator. The evolution of these mechanisms is quite fluid because the Rap1 binding 

sites are absent from the promoters of RP genes in several strains of yeast that are evolutionarily 

distant from S. cerevisiae (Hu & Li, 2007; Tanay et al, 2005). Sequence comparisons of RP 

genes from other eukaryotes indicate there could be considerable diversity in the mechanisms 

that regulate RP genes transcription (Li et al, 2005); (Ma et al, 2009), a result that is somewhat 

surprising given the functional conservation of the ribosomal proteins. 

Much less is known about the proteins that regulate the RP genes in higher eukaryotes. 

Conserved sequences shared among subsets of RP genes allude to several candidates but few of 

these have been tested directly (Li et al, 2005; Hu & Li, 2007; Perry, 2005; Roepcke et al, 2006). 

One conserved element whose function has been explored is the DRE (Perry, 2005). Available 

evidence indicates that the DNA replication-related element (DRE)-binding factor called DREF 

activates RP genes in human cells (Yamashita et al, 2007). Other candidate proteins implicated 
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by the presence of conserved sequences include Sp1, NRF-2, Myc, and YY1 (Li et al, 2005; Hu 

& Li, 2007; Perry, 2007; Roepcke et al, 2006; Brown et al, 2008). 

Most of the sequences that have been implicated in regulating the RP genes in animals 

are only present in a subset of RP genes. One exception is a pyrimidine-rich sequence called the 

TCT motif that encompasses the Initiator of virtually all RP genes found in Drosophila and 

humans (Parry et al, 2010). This sequence might restrict RP genes from using the general 

transcription factor, TFIID, since TFIID binds poorly to RP gene promoters from Drosophila and 

swapping the TCT motif for the Initiator sequence of the Adenovirus major late promoter greatly 

reduces the affinity of TFIID for this mutated promoter even though a TATA box is still present 

(Parry et al, 2010; Wang et al, 2014). 

Recently, the TBP-related factor called TRF2 was shown to be directly involved in 

transcription of RP genes (Wang et al, 2014). In addition to regulating RP genes, TRF2 is 

involved in regulating the histone H1 gene (but not the genes encoding core histones) and several 

genes involved in development (Isogai et al, 2007; Kedmi et al, 2014). Like TBP, TRF2 

associates with the general transcription factors, TFIIB and TFIIA; therefore it is likely to 

provide a foundation much like TBP for assembling a preinitiation complex (Rabenstein et al, 

1999). However, there is no evidence that TRF2 binds DNA and this lack of DNA binding 

activity can be attributed to amino acid substitutions on the face of TRF2 that are predicted to 

correspond to the DNA binding face of TBP (Isogai et al, 2007; Moore et al, 1999; Rabenstein et 

al, 1999; Wang et al, 2014). Thus, the mechanisms by which TRF2 associates with promoters 

are poorly understood. TRF2 has been detected in a complex that contains DREF so the DRE 

found in a subset of RP genes could recruit TRF2 via DREF (Hochheimer et al, 2002). An 

uncharacterized TRF2 complex has been shown to exhibit selective binding for the canonical 
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Initiator sequence and downstream promoter element (DPE) found in many Drosophila 

promoters (Kedmi et al, 2014). Since these elements are absent from most of the RP gene 

promoters, the recruitment mechanism for TRF2 to those RP promoters lacking the DRE is not 

known. 

In this chapter I present my investigation of the mechanism of transcriptional control of 

RP genes in Drosophila to gain insight into their coordinate regulation and how TRF2 associates 

with these promoters.  This investigation was prompted by the observation that over half of the 

RP genes have a conserved core promoter motif known as Motif 1 (Ma et al, 2009). Our lab 

recently identified a transcription factor, dubbed M1BP, which associates with Motif 1 (Li & 

Gilmour, 2013). M1BP is member of the ZAD-Znf family of zinc-finger proteins that has 

undergone a lineage specific expansion in arthropods and could be the counterpart of KRAB-Znf 

or SCAN-Znf family of proteins that are prevalent in vertebrates (Tadepally et al, 2008; Stubbs 

et al, 2011). M1BP associates with over 1500 promoters and most of these promoters drive 

constitutive expression of housekeeping genes (Li & Gilmour, 2013). Here, I show that M1BP 

activates transcription of RP genes and that it could do so by directly interacting with TRF2 and 

recruiting TRF2 to the RP gene promoters. I also discover that although recent evidence 

indicates TBP and TFIID are not involved in RP gene transcription (Wang et al, 2014), TAF1, 

the largest subunit of TFIID, associates with all of the RP gene promoters in cells. The presence 

of TAF1 at RP gene promoters suggests the involvement of a TAF complex lacking TBP in 

transcribing the RP gene network. The specificity of this regulatory network appears to be 

defined in part by the combination of M1BP and TRF2 since this combination of factors is 

largely restricted to the RP genes. This work provides a mechanism for TRF2 recruitment to RP 

gene promoters and implicates a novel combination of both well conserved transcription factors 
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(TAF1, TRF2, and DREF) and a lineage specific transcription factor (M1BP), converging at core 

promoters to coordinately regulate this network of essential genes. 

 

Results 

RP genes in Drosophila are coordinately transcribed at exceptionally high levels 

The conclusion that RP genes are highly expressed in coordinate fashion in metazoans is 

based largely on extrapolation of measurements of steady state mRNA levels in yeast (Warner, 

1999). To more accurately assess RP gene transcription levels, I calculated PRO-seq read 

densities for each gene in Drosophila Schneider 2 (S2R+) cells (Kwak et al, 2013). The region 

from the transcription start site (TSS) to +100 was excluded to prevent bias arising from genes 

that are highly paused, but lowly transcribed (Adelman & Lis, 2012). I calculated the PRO-seq 

reads per kilobase for all genes in the active gene list provided in (Kwak et al, 2013) and 

assessed RP gene transcription activity relative to other actively transcribed genes. 62 RP genes 

appear in the active gene list. The other 17 have been filtered from the list either because they 

were not active or because their proximity to other genes could confound the bioinformatic 

analysis of PRO-seq signals (Kwak et al, 2013). Of the 62 genes on the list, 59 are transcribed in 

the top 10% of all active genes with the other 3 genes falling in the next decile (Figure 2-1). 

Thus, most of the RP genes are transcribed at roughly equivalent high levels. This correlation 

suggests, but cannot prove, that regulation at the level of transcription is important for coordinate 

RP expression. However, the factors involved in achieving this high level of coordinate 

transcription are largely unknown. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/paj0F
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Figure 2-1. Ribosomal Protein genes are highly transcribed at approximately equivalent levels.  

A list of 5287 active Drosophila genes derived from (Kwak et al, 2013) were ranked by PRO-seq read 

densities in gene bodies. (A) RP genes are highlighted on the right-hand side in each panel. The second 

panel is an expanded section of the heatmap corresponding to the top 10% of active Drosophila genes 

(n=528).  The bar below the left panel shows the color corresponding to the PRO-seq read densities (reads 

per kilobase) for each gene. (B) Box plot for the active genes with RP genes removed or RP genes only. 

The interquartile range is contained in the boxed region. The plots were generated with the boxplot 

function in R. The data point for one non-RP gene is not shown because it falls above the y-axis cutoff. 

 

M1BP activates transcription of RP genes in cells 

Previous analyses identified a conserved sequence called Motif 1 among the RP gene 

promoters (Ma et al, 2009) and our laboratory recently discovered a protein, named M1BP, that 

associates with Motif 1 (Li & Gilmour, 2013). To determine if Motif 1, and by extension M1BP, 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/ofxnl
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/ofxnl
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/ofxnl
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/V0nZx
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is involved in transcribing RP genes, I used a luciferase reporter assay (Illustrated in Figure 2-2) 

with the promoter sequences (-500+50) from either RpLP1 or RpL30.  

 

Figure 2-2. Schematic of the RP gene luciferase reporter assay.  

Mutant RpLP1 and RpL30 have 3 highly conserved nucleotides in Motif 1 mutated. The wt and mutant 

Motif 1 sequences for both promoters are shown below the illustration. The RpIII128 promoter lacks 

Motif 1 and serves an internal control. 

 

The RpLP1 and RpL30 gene promoters had previously served as models for RP gene 

transcription (Wang et al, 2014; Parry et al, 2010). I also prepared mutant counterparts with 3 

point mutations in Motif 1 that are known to abolish M1BP binding (Li & Gilmour, 2013). 

Following transfection into Drosophila S2R+ cells, I saw greater than 5-fold decline in luciferase 

levels when Motif 1 was mutated (Figure 2-3). The results demonstrate that Motif 1 contributes 

to transcription at RP gene promoters and implicates M1BP in transcriptional activation of RP 

genes.  

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/HLViU+EReXK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/HLViU+EReXK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/HLViU+EReXK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/HLViU+EReXK
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Figure 2-3. Motif 1 is required for RP gene transcription in cells. 

Firefly/Renilla luciferase ratio of relative light unit measurements. Ratios are normalized to the wt Motif 

1 sample for each promoter. Error bars represent standard deviation (n=3 biological replicates). 

 

To directly test the role of M1BP in RP gene activation, I performed in vitro transcription 

in nuclear extracts which allowed me to determine the effects on RP gene transcription of both 

mutating Motif 1 and depleting M1BP. Mutating Motif 1 in the RpLP1 and RpL30 promoter 

caused about a 2 to 4 fold decrease in transcription which approximates the effect seen in cells 

(Figure 2-4 A-B, cf. lanes 2-4 with 5-7 and Figure 2-4 C). α-amanitin inhibited transcription of 

the RpL30 promoter indicating that the transcription was mediated by Pol II (Figure 2-4 A-B, cf. 

lane 1 with lanes 2-4).  
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Figure 2-4. Motif 1 contributes to transcription of RpL30 and RpLP1 in vitro.  

(A-B) Primer extension analysis of transcripts produced from the (A) RpL30 and (B) RpLP1 promoters (-

500 to ~+50) during transcription in Drosophila embryo nuclear extracts. Transcription reactions lacking 

ɑ-amanitin were performed in triplicate. The bracketed region encompasses the M1BP-dependent TSS 

region and a portion of the TCT motif (Parry et al, 2010). The M1BP-dependent transcription start sites 

observed in vitro correspond to the transcription start sites detected in vivo using PRO-cap (30). The 

bands outside the bracketed region are produced by Pol II and likely represent nonspecific transcription, 

which occurs at levels comparable to transcription of the RP genes. (C) Quantification of bracketed TSS 

region transcripts from (A-B). Error bars represent standard deviation (n=3 biological replicates). 

Samples have been normalized to the first wt replicate for each promoter. * denotes an artifact band 

arising in the Motif 1 region following mutation. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/EReXK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/EReXK
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The spurious pattern of bands existing outside the TSS region could be attributed to either 

weak promoter activity or to nuclear extracts of poor quality. To assess this, I performed primer 

extension analysis of in vitro transcription reactions using the Hsp70Bc promoter as a template 

and compared these results with those from the RpLP1 and RpL30 promoter templates. The 

Hsp70Bc promoter is highly active in vitro, thus, it should have a high ratio of bands from the 

TSS region compared to regions outside the TSS. Figure 2-5 demonstrates that the extracts are of 

good quality as the ratio of bands in the TSS region compared to non-TSS regions is a function 

of promoter strength. Thus, the Hsp70Bc and RpL30 promoters have considerably higher 

intensity bands in the TSS region than RpLP1. Nevertheless, RpLP1 does behave in a manner 

consistent with what is observed with RpL30 both in vivo (Figure 2-3) and in vitro (Wang et al, 

2014; Parry et al, 2010), thus, while higher activity from RpLP1 would be desirable, it still 

serves as an additional, valuable model of initiation from RP gene promoters. 

To determine if Motif 1 was functioning through M1BP, I immunodepleted M1BP from 

the nuclear extract (Figure 2-6 A). Immunodepletion of M1BP caused a decrease in RP gene 

transcription (Figure 2-6 B-C, lanes 1-2 vs 5-6; Quantifications in D-E). To establish that the 

immunodepletion of M1BP itself, rather than some associated protein was responsible for 

inhibiting transcription of the RP genes in vitro, I expressed and purified M1BP from E. coli 

(Figure 2-6 F). Addition of recombinant M1BP to the M1BP-depleted nuclear extract restored 

RP gene transcription to its normal level (Figure 2-6 B-C, cf. lanes 5 and 6 to lanes 7 and 8) 

indicating that M1BP activates transcription of the RP gene in vitro. Addition of recombinant 

M1BP to the mock-depleted extract had no effect on RP gene transcription suggesting the M1BP 

is not limiting in the mock-depleted extract (Figure 2-6 B-C, cf. lanes 1 and 2 to lanes 3 and 4).  

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/HLViU+EReXK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/HLViU+EReXK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/HLViU+EReXK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/HLViU+EReXK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/HLViU+EReXK
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/HLViU+EReXK
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Figure 2-5. Promoter strength correlates with higher signal-to-noise ratios. 

(A-C) Primer extension analysis of transcripts produced from the (A) Hsp70Bc, (B) RpL30, and (C) 

RpLP1 promoters in Drosophila embryo nuclear extracts. The bracketed regions to the right of each 

phosphorimage delimits the TSS regions for each promoter. The bracket to the left of the phosphorimage 

in panel A delimits the unextended primer band for the Hsp70Bc reactions. The unextended primer bands 

are not shown for the RP gene promoters. 
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Figure 2-6. M1BP is required for RP gene transcription in vitro. 

(A) M1BP-probed (top) and Rpb3-probed (bottom) western blot of purified His-M1BP and undepleted, 

mock-depleted, or M1BP-depleted nuclear extracts from 0-12 hour embryos. 10 ng or 30 ng purified His-

M1BP and 20 µg or 60 µg of each extract type was loaded for SDS-PAGE western blot analysis. (B-C) 

Primer extension analysis of transcripts produced from the (B) RpL30 or (C) RpLP1 promoter in embryo 

nuclear extracts. The bracketed region denotes the same TSS region described in Figure 2-4. Each 

transcription reaction was performed in duplicate. Lanes 1 and 2: Mock-depleted extract supplemented 

with dialysis buffer. Lanes 3 and 4: Mock depleted extract supplemented with recombinant M1BP. Lanes 

5 and 6: M1BP-depleted extract supplemented with dialysis buffer. Lanes 7 and 8: M1BP-depleted extract 

supplemented with enough recombinant M1BP to replace the amount that was immunodepleted. (D-E) 

Normalized quantifications of the bracketed TSS regions for the gels shown in B-C. Plotted are the 

average signals of the two replicates with the range represented by the error bars. The bracketed region 

denoted by ♢  in B-C corresponds to the band(s) used for sample normalizations between lanes. (F) 

Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE analysis of purified, N-terminally His-tagged M1BP expressed in and 

purified from E. coli.  
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M1BP recruits TRF2 to the RP gene promoter  

Recently the TBP-related factor, TRF2, was found to be involved in transcription of RP 

genes (Wang et al, 2014). How TRF2 associates with promoters is enigmatic since, unlike its 

counterpart TBP, TRF2 has not been observed to bind directly to DNA. Motif 1, the binding site 

for M1BP, is typically located within 50 nucleotides of the transcription start site of RP genes, 

making it a core promoter element (Ohler et al, 2002b). In addition, I had observed that Putzig, a 

protein previously shown to associate with TRF2, co-immunoprecipitated with M1BP (Figure 3-

1). Hence, I investigated the possibility that M1BP might be recruiting TRF2 to RP gene 

promoters by performing immobilized template pulldown experiments with DNA template 

sequences corresponding to the core promoter regions of two RP genes. RpLP1 and RpL30 

promoter sequences harboring normal or mutated Motif 1 elements were immobilized on beads. 

Following immobilization, purified recombinant M1BP, and in vitro translated 35S-labeled TRF2 

were added either together or separately to the immobilized DNA and proteins that associated 

with the DNA templates were assessed by SDS-PAGE (Figure 2-7).  

  

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/HLViU
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Figure 2-7. M1BP recruits TRF2 to RP gene promoters.  

Immobilized template pull-down assay. 35S-labeled TRF2 was synthesized in vitro using Promega’s TnT 

T7 Quick Coupled Transcription/Translation System. His-M1BP was expressed in and purified from E. 

coli. His-M1BP, TRF2, or TRF2 and His-M1BP were added to either RpLP1 or RpL30 template-bound 

streptavidin Dynabeads containing either a wild-type or mutant Motif 1 sequence (wt Motif 1 or mut 

Motif 1, respectively). Panel A shows coomassie-stained images from SDS-PAGE analysis of bound 

protein recovered from RpLP1 and RpL30 immobilized templates. Panel B shows phosphorimager scans 

of the same gels in panel A. M1BP binds only to the wt Motif 1 template regardless of whether TRF2 is 

present in the reaction. TRF2 only binds to the wt Motif 1 promoter template when M1BP is present. 

 

M1BP binds in a Motif 1-dependent manner to both promoter sequences in the absence of 

TRF2 (Figure 2-7 A, cf. lanes 1, 4, 7, and 10), while TRF2 alone does not bind to any of the 

promoter fragments (Figure 2-7 B, lanes 2, 5, 8, and 11). In contrast, when M1BP is added 
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together with TRF2, TRF2 associates with the Motif 1-containing M1BP-bound promoters 

(Figure 2-7 A-B, lanes 3 and 9). Additionally, I expressed Maltose-binding protein (Mal) fused 

to M1BP and was able to pull down TRF2 indicating that TRF2 and M1BP interact in solution as 

well as on DNA templates (Figure 2-8, A-B). Altogether, these results show that M1BP can 

recruit TRF2 to the promoter but TRF2 is not required for M1BP to bind the promoter. 

 

Figure 2-8. M1BP interacts with TRF2 in solution. 

Maltose-binding protein (Mal) and Mal-M1BP fusion pulldown assay. 35S-labeled TRF2 was synthesized 

as described in Figure 2-7 and added to either purified, amylose resin-bound Mal or Mal-M1BP. Panel A 

shows coomassie-stained images from SDS-PAGE analysis of bound protein recovered after binding and 

washing. Panel B shows the phosphorimage scans of the same gels in panel A. Recovery of TRF2 is 

increased with the Mal-M1BP fusion compared to the Mal alone. 

 

In order to determine if the immobilized template pulldowns reflect the binding 

properties in cells, I depleted TRF2 or M1BP using RNAi and monitored the association of each 

protein with representative RP genes using chromatin immunoprecipitation. I found that TRF2 

depletion caused significant loss of TRF2 from RP gene promoters while M1BP levels remained 

unchanged (Figure 2-9 A-B). A western blot confirmed that the RNAi worked as expected since 
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I observed total cellular TRF2 levels decrease, while the levels of M1BP and NELF-E remained 

unaffected (Figure 2-9 C).  

 

Figure 2-9. TRF2 is dispensable for M1BP’s association with RP gene promoters.  

(A-B) RNAi-mediated depletion of TRF2. Following 3-day RNAi knockdown using dsRNA targeting 

either lacZ (negative control) or Trf2, cells were lysed and ChIP experiments were performed for TRF2 or 

M1BP. qPCR quantifications were normalized to lacZ RNAi signal at RpLP1. Hsp70Bc lacks both factors 

and thus serves as a negative control. RpL28 and RpL4 lack M1BP. Individual data points are displayed as 

gray dots. Each experiment was performed at least 4 times. Error bars indicate standard deviation. p-

values from two-tailed T-tests are provided for each promoter. (C) Western blots from S2R+ chromatin 

lysates used for ChIP following 3-day RNAi. The RNAi targets are indicated above the blot images. lacZ 

RNAi served as a negative control. 

 

Depletion of M1BP using RNAi caused a decrease of both M1BP and TRF2 from RP 

genes (Figure 2-10 A-C). However, I was unable to conclude that TRF2’s association was 

directly linked to M1BP promoter binding in cells because depletion of M1BP also resulted in 

loss of TRF2 from RpL28 and RpL4. These two RP genes were not bound by M1BP.  Hence, the 

loss of TRF2 that occurred when M1BP was depleted could be a direct effect of the loss of 
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M1BP or an indirect effect of the coordinate repression of RP genes that likely occurs as 

depletion of M1BP diminishes the rate of cell proliferation (Li & Gilmour, 2013).  

 

 

Figure 2-10. TRF2 levels at RP gene promoters decreases with M1BP depletion irrespective of the 

presence of M1BP.  

(A) M1BP and (B) TRF2 ChIP levels at the indicated promoters from S2R+cells following 5-day 

treatment with dsRNA targeting either lacZ (control) or M1BP. Individual data points are displayed as 

gray dots. Each experiment was performed 6 times. Error bars indicate the standard deviation. p-values 

from two-tailed T-tests are provided for each promoter. (C) Western blot of TRF2, M1BP, and NELF-E 

following the depletion of M1BP by M1BP RNAi. Despite having M1BP at its promoter, TRF2 levels are 

unaffected following M1BP depletion. NELF-E expression is not regulated by M1BP and thus serves as a 

control. 

 

ChIP-exo provides evidence that M1BP recruits TRF2 to the majority of RP genes in vivo  

Because of the pleiotropic effects that might accompany depleting M1BP from cells, I 

turned to ChIP-exo analysis to investigate the relationship between M1BP and TRF2 in cells. 

Recently, ChIP-exo analyses of factors associated with the RP genes in yeast provided insight 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/V0nZx
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into the protein-protein interactions that are involved in regulating these genes (Reja et al, 2015). 

ChIP-exo analysis maps at near single nucleotide resolution the sites where a protein crosslinks 

to DNA by treating immunoprecipitated protein-DNA adducts with lambda exonuclease and 

subjecting the digested DNA to high-throughput sequencing (Rhee & Pugh, 2012). Since lambda 

exonuclease digests the DNA in a 5’ to 3’ direction and is blocked by protein-DNA crosslinks, 

protein binding sites are demarcated by sequencing tags on opposite strands that manifest as peak 

pairs.  

M1BP binding sites on the RP gene promoters in cells were readily detected by ChIP-exo 

and are strikingly different from a mock ChIP-exo pattern (Figure 2-11).   

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/UO5Nc
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/UO5Nc
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Figure 2-11. M1BP and TRF2 co-occupy the majority of RP gene promoters. 

M1BP, TRF2, and Mock ChIP-exo reads and DREF ChIP-seq reads mapped relative to the TSS of 78 RP 

genes and sorted by M1BP ChIP-exo reads summed in a 2kb window centered on the TSS. RP genes 

having Motif 1, DRE, or Motif 6 within 200 bp of the TSS are indicated in green in the far left panel or 

purple or red in the two far right panels, respectively. The arrow at the top of each heatmap marks the 

transcription start site. 8 paralogs lacking a TCT motif or TRF2 peak have been removed. This criteria 

was used since TRF2 was shown to be required for RP gene transcription, and the TCT motif is present in 

lieu of an Inr sequence in at least one paralog at 77 out of 79 RP genes. Finally, RpL15 is present on 

Chr3LHet, a region that was excluded in my mapping and was thus removed from this RP gene list. 

Therefore, the final number of RP genes used for this and subsequent heatmap and composite plot 

analysis is 78. 
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I called peaks and the data confirmed that M1BP is highly enriched at RP gene promoters 

when compared to all active genes (p<0.0001, Fisher’s exact test, two-tailed). Composite plots 

using the TSS as a reference point reveal a complex pattern of crosslinking that extends from -

150 on the top strand to +50 on the bottom strand (Figure 2-12 A). The M1BP pattern is unlikely 

to be due solely to M1BP crosslinking directly to DNA since M1BP has 5 zinc fingers which are 

predicted to be just enough to bind the 10-15 nucleotide long Motif 1 (Figure 2-12 B).  

 

 

Figure 2-12. M1BP and TRF2 show overlapping ChIP-exo patterns on RP genes. 

(A) ChIP-exo analysis of M1BP (green trace) and TRF2 (blue trace) for RP genes. Composite plots in 

single nucleotide bins were generated from the same RP gene list used for the heatmap in Figure 2-11. (B) 

Logo representation of the Motif 1 position weight matrices used to identify genomic motif locations. 
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This ChIP-exo pattern resembles the broad pattern recently described for the yeast RP 

genes and was attributed to multi-protein complexes crosslinking to DNA (Reja et al, 2015). 

ChIP-exo analysis of TRF2 revealed a more compact pattern of crosslinks than M1BP. The 

majority of TRF2 crosslinks occurred immediately upstream from the TSS (Figure 2-12 A). 

Comparison of the composite plots of TRF2 and M1BP revealed striking overlap of the TRF2 

ChIP-exo pattern with the M1BP peak pair most proximal to the TSS. This type of overlap in 

ChIP-exo patterns has been interpreted to reflect the overlap between two factors binding in 

concert with one another (Reja et al, 2015), thus the data provides evidence consistent with our 

binding assays which indicates that TRF2 interacts with M1BP.   

TRF2 is present at almost all of the RP gene promoters yet M1BP is detected at 

approximately two-thirds of them (See Figure 2-11). TRF2 was previously found to be in a 

complex with DREF (Hochheimer et al, 2002) so I wondered if the DRE and, by extension, 

DREF might function in recruiting TRF2 to those RP genes that lack M1BP. To explore this 

possibility, I used previously published DREF ChIP-seq data (Li et al, 2015) and determined that 

DREF is enriched at RP genes when compared to all active genes (p=0.0394, Fisher’s exact test, 

two tailed). Notably, DREF was further enriched among those RP gene promoters that lack 

M1BP (Figure 2-12, p=0.0009, Fisher’s exact test, two-tailed). Thus, two mechanisms appear to 

function to recruit TRF2 to RP gene promoters.  

(Ohler et al, 2002b) reported that Motif 1 is enriched at genes that possess Motif 6, which 

is another conserved promoter element in Drosophila. The factor that recognizes Motif 6 is 

unknown. Given the connection between Motif 6 and Motif 1, I wondered if Motif 6 might also 

contribute to RP gene transcription. To that end, I identified genes that have Motif 6 within 200 

bp of the TSS and found that Motif 6 is statistically enriched at RP gene promoters compared to 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/UO5Nc
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all active genes (p=0.001, Fisher’s exact test, two tailed). Additionally, Motif 6 is often found at 

genes that lack M1BP and/or DREF (Figure 2-11, far right panel). Thus, Motif 6, or the factor 

that binds it, might also contribute to TRF2 recruitment and RP gene transcription. 

 

ChIP-exo analysis detects TAF1 at RP gene promoters.  

My ChIP-exo pattern for M1BP revealed a peak of crosslinks on the bottom strand, 30 to 

50 nucleotides downstream from the transcription start site. Since this region of the promoter 

was not required to bind M1BP to immobilized DNA, I suspected that these crosslinks might 

involve another protein that interacts with M1BP. Crosslinking and Cryo-EM studies have 

shown that TAF1 contacts this region of the promoter (Sypes & Gilmour, 1994; Wu et al, 2001; 

Louder et al, 2016). My ChIP-exo analysis reveals that TAF1 is present at virtually all of the RP 

gene promoters (Figure 2-13 A). On RP genes, the downstream peak of TAF1 coincides well 

with the downstream peak of M1BP (Figure 2-13 B, orange arrowhead) raising the possibility 

that this M1BP peak is the result of M1BP crosslinking to TAF1 which is in turn crosslinked to 

this downstream region.  

I was interested in determining if there was any relationship between the presence of 

TAF1 and the level of paused Pol II. TAF1 appears to be present at virtually all genes with Pol II 

and most TRF2-associated promoters (Figure 2-14 and 2-15). I used PRO-seq reads as a readout 

of Pol II levels for several reasons. PRO-seq is quantitative, exhibits high dynamic range, and 

provides precise strand-specific position information (Kwak et al, 2013). Also, high-quality 

PRO-seq data was available from S2R+ cells grown under the same conditions I used for my 

ChIP-exo analysis. It should be noted that PRO-seq cannot detect initiating Pol II since 15-20 

nucleotides of RNA are necessary for genome mapping.  

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/1ZONN+PikjG+j4EaT
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Figure 2-13. TAF1 occupies RP gene promoters in regions that overlap with M1BP and TRF2. 

(A) Heatmaps display TAF1 ChIP-exo reads from S2R+ cells piled from -1 kb to +1 kb relative to RP 

gene transcription start sites (TSS). Rows represent individual genes and are sorted by M1BP reads 

summed in a 2kb window as in Figure 2-11. The transcription start site position is indicated by the arrow 

at the top of the panel. Duplicate genes were refined to a single isoform by removing 8 paralogs lacking 

TRF2 or a TCT motif in the promoter. (B) Composite plots for M1BP, TRF2, and TAF1 were generated 

from the same RP gene list used for the heatmaps. The orange arrow highlights a TAF1 peak that aligns 

with an M1BP peak. 
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Figure 2-14. TAF1 is associated with actively transcribed promoters.  

PRO-seq (left) and TAF1 ChIP-exo (right) reads mapped in a 2 kb window relative to the TSS of active 

non-RP genes (n=5225). Arrows above the plots represent the TSS. Genes are sorted by PRO-seq reads 

summed in a -50 to +250 window relative to the TSS. Top and bottom reads from the ChIP-exo analysis 

are displayed in the same color. 
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Figure 2-15. Many active TRF2-associated promoters are also bound by TAF1. 

PRO-seq, TAF1, TRF2, and mock ChIP-exo reads mapped in a 2kb window relative to the TSS of active 

non-RP genes with a TRF2 peak within 200 bp of a TSS (n=89). Genes are sorted by TRF2 ChIP-exo 

read densities in a 400 bp window centered on the TSS. Top and bottom reads from the ChIP-exo analysis 

are displayed in the same color. 
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Colocalization of M1BP and TRF2 is largely restricted to the RP genes 

Genomic analysis indicates that M1BP and TRF2 associate with many genes (Li & 

Gilmour, 2013; Wang et al, 2014). To determine if M1BP might function at other promoters by 

recruiting TRF2, I compared the distributions of M1BP and TRF2. M1BP and TRF2 show far 

less co-occupancy among non-RP genes (Figure 2-16). Thus, these two factors appear to have 

converged on the RP genes to help drive their robust and coordinated expression. However, the 

association of TRF2 with the ribosomal protein genes cannot be solely dependent on M1BP; 

otherwise, TRF2 would be present at other M1BP genes. A possible contributor to the specificity 

of TRF2 for M1BP-occupied RP genes is the TCT motif that is largely restricted to the RP gene 

promoters (Parry et al, 2010). 

   

 

Figure 2-16. TRF2 and M1BP show greater overlap at RP gene promoters than other active 

promoters. 

(A, B) Venn diagrams showing the overlap between M1BP and TRF2 peaks present at (A) all active RP 

gene promoters (n=62) or (B) all other active gene promoters (n=5225). 

 

RP gene promoters act as enhancers of other RP genes 

M1BP and TRF2, together with the TCT motif could play an essential role in 

coordinating expression of RP genes. Recently developed enhancer screens have offered new 
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information about how enhancers contribute to expression of different promoters or promoter 

classes. One screen, termed self-transcribing active regulatory region sequencing (STARR-seq) 

(Overview in Figure 2-17), was developed in order to identify novel enhancer sequences and 

determine core promoter-enhancer specificities (Arnold et al, 2013). 

 

Figure 2-17. Overview of the STARR-seq method.  

In STARR-seq, clonal libraries are generated by inserting arbitrary DNA sequences downstream of 

defined promoter and ORF sequences in the 3’UTR. The original report used sonicated genomic DNA 

from Drosophila as the insert. Following transfection into cultured cells, the reporter transcripts are 

isolated from total RNA and RNA-seq is performed. Because enhancers can act on upstream promoters, 

any inserted DNA that enhances transcription will be overrepresented in the RNA-seq output. The level of 

insert enrichment in the RNA-seq output correlates with the sequence’s enhancer strength for the tested 

promoter. Reproduced from (Muerdter et al, 2015). 

 

In this assay, plasmids are constructed that contain random genomic regions inserted 

downstream of known promoter sequences. After transfection, the genomic regions inserted 

downstream of the promoter that activate transcription are self-transcribed. The sequence and 

relative abundance of the transcripts containing the random genomic sequence are identified and 

measured using RNA-seq. Thus, in addition to identifying new enhancer sequences that activate 

a promoter sequence of interest, the assay also provides a measure of fold activation. While it is 

an artificial system, measurements of fold activation provide a meaningful measurement of 

enhancer strength in the assay. A recent analysis of published STARR-seq (Zabidi et al, 2015) 
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data concluded that housekeeping promoters themselves act as enhancers (Cubeñas-Potts et al, 

2016). I initially analyzed the STARR-seq data to see if I could detect enhancers that act upon 

the RP genes but found that the RP gene promoters themselves function as enhancers (Figure 2-

18). Thus, my analysis suggests that RP genes promoters could serve as enhancers of other RP 

genes. This potentially explains how RP genes are coordinately transcribed.  
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Figure 2-18. RP gene promoters act as enhancers of the RpS12 promoter.  

STARR-seq (Zabidi et al, 2015), DREF ChIP-seq (Li et al, 2015), and M1BP ChIP-exo reads were 

mapped relative to RP gene TSSs in a 4 kb window centered on the TSS. The genes are ranked according 

to the M1BP ChIP-exo read total within the 4 kb window. Higher signal intensities reflect the ability of 

the inserted genomic region to enhance transcription from the promoter listed at the top of each panel. 

Composite plots for each data set are shown above the heatmaps. STARR-seq data measures the ability of 

segments of DNA to activate candidate core promoters. RpS12, X16, NipB, and eEF1delta are candidate 

housekeeping gene core promoters. Specifically, X16 and NipB possess Motif 1 and Motif 6. RpS12 and 

eEF1delta have both the DRE and a TCT motif. The DSCP is a developmentally regulated core promoter 

and hsp70 is a candidate stress inducible core promoter, both of which have a canonical Initiator and 

TATA box. The scale bars on the right-hand side represent the normalized mean read values for each bin 

in the 4 kb genomic region around the TSS.  
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Discussion 

Here, I show that M1BP activates transcription of RP genes in Drosophila and that it can 

do so by recruiting TRF2 to RP gene promoters in cells. These conclusions are based on my 

demonstration that M1BP is detected in the core promoter region of the majority of RP genes in 

cells and that mutation of Motif 1 diminished the level of expression from RP reporter genes. 

Additionally, I have demonstrated that M1BP activates transcription of RP gene promoters in 

nuclear extracts. Also, I show that M1BP recruits TRF2 to promoter DNA in vitro and that 

M1BP and TRF2 colocalize on the RP gene promoters in cells. M1BP, therefore, is the first 

sequence-specific DNA binding protein that has been directly shown to activate RP gene 

transcription in metazoans. DREF is possibly the only other protein, but it remains to be 

determined if it activates RP genes in vitro. Since these transcription factors associate with a 

broad spectrum of genes, loss of function assays in cells must be viewed with caution as it is 

difficult to distinguish between direct and indirect effects regardless of whether the protein can 

be detected at a particular gene. Consequently, the demonstration that depletion of M1BP 

inhibits RP gene transcription in vitro and that this inhibition can be reversed by adding back 

M1BP is of utmost importance in establishing that M1BP directly activates RP gene 

transcription. 

Mechanisms by which TRF2 associates with promoters are not well understood. DREF 

was purified in a complex with TRF2 but no direct measurement of TRF2 recruitment to DNA 

by this complex was provided (Hochheimer et al, 2002). An uncharacterized TRF2 complex 

associates with promoters bearing the downstream promoter element (DPE) and canonical 

Initiator (Kedmi et al, 2014), but RP genes lack both of these DNA elements. Here I provide a 

direct mechanism that involves M1BP associating with its cognate binding site and interacting 
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directly with TRF2. Since there is little overlap between M1BP and TRF2 outside of RP gene 

promoters, it follows that additional cis-elements are required for TRF2’s association with 

M1BP. I suspect that the TCT motif, along with M1BP and DREF, may be additional key 

contributors to TRF2’s association with gene promoters.  

The total number of promoter-associated TRF2 peaks that I observe (n=132) is 

considerably lower than observed previously (Wang et al, 2014). A couple of reasons could 

account for this discrepancy. First, the previous study used 2-4 hour embryos, whereas I used 

S2R+ cells. It is possible that TRF2 functions at a broader spectrum of developmentally 

regulated genes in the early embryo than in S2R+ cells. Additionally, the difference could be due 

to the increased signal to noise ratio afforded by ChIP-exo which results in more reliable peak 

detection. 

Yeast RP gene transcription requires TFIID (Shen & Green, 1997; Kuras et al, 2000; 

Mencía et al, 2002). However, TFIID’s role in transcription of RP genes in higher eukaryotes 

was unclear and called into question when the Kadonaga lab demonstrated that a TFIID complex 

containing TBP fails to protect promoters bearing a TCT motif  from DNase I digestion (Parry et 

al, 2010). Since almost all RP genes have a TCT motif in Drosophila, it followed that TFIID 

may not associate with RP gene promoters. Thus, detection of TAF1, and by extension TFIID, 

on Drosophila RP gene promoters was unexpected, but significant. Moreover, previous analysis 

of the PCNA promoter showed that immunodepletion of TFIID with TAF1 antibody from a 

Drosophila transcription reaction did not inhibit transcription of a TRF2-dependent promoter 

(Hochheimer et al, 2002). Nevertheless, our ChIP-exo data provides evidence for M1BP being in 

close proximity to, and potentially interacting with, TRF2 and TAF1 on RP gene promoters. The 

ChIP-exo data showed M1BP contacts downstream of the TSS yet Motif 1 typically resides 
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upstream from the TSS. Since the ChIP-exo data for M1BP and TAF1 display overlapping peaks 

in the +30 to +50 region, I propose that M1BP is in contact with TAF1 and that the ChIP-exo 

signal for M1BP in this region is a consequence of M1BP crosslinking to TAF1 and TAF1 in 

turn crosslinking to the +30 to +50 region. In contrast, the ChIP exo signals for M1BP and TRF2 

are shifted relative to each other by approximately 10 nucleotides suggesting that M1BP might 

position TRF2 on the DNA adjacent to M1BP. Though this data may seem incongruous with the 

finding that DNase I footprinting of purified TFIID on TCT promoters showed little to no 

protection, it should be noted that the TFIID purification scheme in this study involved the use of 

a TBP antibody (Parry et al, 2010). Thus, the population of TFIID used for the DNase I 

footprinting analysis contained stably-associated TBP. It would be interesting to test if a more 

heterogeneous mixture of TFIID would show stronger protection or greater reactivity at 

hypersensitive sites in a DNase I assay than the monotypic population used in the study. In future 

studies, it would be beneficial to interrogate whether RP genes and other genes with high 

downstream TAF1 signals in higher eukaryotes also correlate with higher rates of reinitiation. 

Higher rates of reinitiation could, at least in part, explain how high and steady rates of 

transcription are achieved at RP genes and other housekeeping genes.  

Subsequent to publishing our Nucleic Acids Research article, the Buratowski lab 

published a study that agrees with our TAF1 results as they observe extensive TAF1 contacts 

downstream of the TSS in yeast. Interpreting data from both biochemical and genomic 

experiments, they conclude that reinitiation is one major function of the TAFs (Joo et al, 2017). 

The authors show that in yeast nuclear extracts, TAF contacts downstream of the TSS enable 

activator-independent reinitiation. Notably, they provide evidence that the relative abundance of 

TAF contacts downstream of the TSS varies between genes. Using TAF1 mutant yeast strains, 
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they observed that genes whose expression was most affected by the TAF1 mutant had a higher 

proportion of downstream TAF1 contacts relative to upstream contacts. They argue that these 

differences in downstream contacts confer specialized properties that ultimately affect the way 

different gene promoters respond to input from other transcription factors (Joo et al, 2017). In 

light of these findings, it would be insightful to compare the variability in TAF1 downstream 

contacts between different gene classes in Drosophila. If RP genes show particularly high levels 

of downstream contacts, this may provide a rationale to explain how RP genes maintain high and 

consistent levels of transcription. Understanding whether M1BP or TRF2 play a role in enabling 

or altering TAF’s downstream contacts might reveal additional principles that govern the 

expression of RP genes or other gene regulatory networks.  

A unique feature of the RP gene promoters in Drosophila and humans is the presence of 

the TCT motif located at the transcription start site (Parry et al, 2010). What recognizes this 

motif is currently not known.  Since TAF1 is known to recognize the canonical Initiator element 

(Verrijzer et al, 1995; Wu et al, 2001; Parry et al, 2010), its presence at RP gene promoters 

raises the possibility that TAF1 also recognizes the TCT motif. DNAse I footprinting analysis of 

TFIID binding to RP gene promoters indicated that binding was extremely weak. However, close 

inspection of the DNase I cutting patterns in the absence and presence of TFIID reveals the 

appearance of weak hypersensitive cut sites near the TCT motif (Parry et al, 2010). One 

possibility is that M1BP together with TRF2 enhance the affinity of TAF1 for the RP gene TCT 

motif. If reinitiation were taking place through TAF1’s downstream interactions as discussed 

above (Joo et al, 2017), it could be that the combination of M1BP and TRF2 functions to 

maintain TFIID’s association with the promoter for additional rounds of transcription.  
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I propose that M1BP functions as a hub to recruit TRF2 (Figure 2-19). Additionally, 

since the only known TAF1-containing complex in metazoans is TFIID, I propose that TFIID 

still binds to RP gene promoters along with TRF2. One possibility is that TRF2 displaces TBP at 

RP gene promoters. A recent model of TFIID bound to promoter DNA indicates that TFIIA is 

involved in connecting TBP to TAF1 (Louder et al, 2016). Since TRF2 associates with TFIIA 

(Rabenstein et al, 1999), displacement of TBP from TAF1 by TRF2 is tenable.  

 

Figure 2-19. Model depicting M1BP’s recruitment of TRF2 at RP gene promoters.  

At TATA-containing promoters, TBP-bound TFIID engages with promoter sequences both up and 

downstream of the TSS. At the majority of RP gene promoters, which lack both a TATA box and Initiator 

sequence, M1BP and TRF2 bind the core promoter upstream of the TSS. The asterisk (*) denotes a non-

canonical TFIID complex proposed to have TRF2 substituting for TBP. 
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Our analysis of STARR-seq data indicates that RP gene promoters can act as enhancers 

and that they are selective in activating housekeeping gene core promoters and not core 

promoters of developmental and stress-responsive genes. The RP gene promoters more strongly 

activated the candidate RP gene promoter over all the other tested candidates. This selectivity 

could establish a network in which active RP genes and other housekeeping genes act 

reciprocally to activate each other. In addition, the selectivity of the enhancer activity of these 

RP promoters would prevent them from inadvertently activating nearby developmentally 

regulated genes.  

Materials and Methods 

RNAi Knockdown in S2R+ Cells Followed by Chromatin Immunoprecipitation 

dsRNA was generated by in vitro transcription with T7 polymerase on templates flanked 

by T7 promoter sequences. After the in vitro transcription reactions, the samples were 

centrifuged at 16000 x g for 2 minutes to pellet the magnesium pyrophosphate. The supernatant 

was transferred to a new tube and incubated at 37℃ for 30 minutes with 1 unit RQ1 DNase per 

20 µl of reaction mix. Finally, after adding 50 µl of 7.5 M LiCl and 50 mM EDTA per 20 µl 

reaction, the samples were incubated on dry ice for 10 minutes then spun at 4℃ for 20 minutes at 

16000 x g to pellet the RNA. The precipitation with LiCl specifically pellets RNA while leaving 

free nucleotide and DNA in the supernatant thus enabling the accurate determination of RNA 

concentration by spectrophotometry. For the RNAi, 106 cells were plated in a 10 cm culture dish 

in 6 ml of serum-free M3+BPYE media (Drosophila Genome Resource Center) and were treated 

with 180 µg of the indicated dsRNA for 1 hour after which the total media volume was brought 

up to 12 ml with a final fetal bovine serum concentration of 10%. Following this treatment, cells 
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were allowed to incubate for the time specified in the figure legends. Following completion of 

the knockdown, cells were crosslinked with formaldehyde, chromatin was prepared and 

immunoprecipitations were performed as previously described (Li & Gilmour, 2013). Percent 

recovery at designated genomic locations was determined by qPCR. Primers for dsRNA 

generation and qPCR are listed in (Baumann & Gilmour, 2017). qPCR reactions were assembled 

using Bioline SensiMix SYBR Hi-ROX (QT605-20) master mix with reaction conditions 

matching the manufacturer’s recommendations. qPCR and analysis was performed using ABI 

StepOnePlus system. Reactions were heated to 95℃ for 10 minutes, then underwent 40 cycles of 

95℃ for 15 seconds and 60℃ for 60 seconds with data acquisition taking place during the 60℃ 

step.  

 

Western Blots 

Formaldehyde crosslinked chromatin lysates from RNAi-treated cells were heated to 

75°C for 10 min in SDS-PAGE sample buffer (50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 10% glycerol, 

and 100 mM dithiothreitol). Crosslinks were then reversed overnight at 65°C. Samples were 

electrophoresed on a 10% polyacrylamide gel, blotted to nitrocellulose, and probed with 

antibodies against the indicated factors. 

 

Nuclear Extracts and Immunodepletion of M1BP 

Nuclear extracts were prepared from 0-12 hour Oregon R embryos as previously 

described (Biggin & Tjian, 1988).  Immunodepletion of nuclear extracts was performed as 

previously described (Wang et al, 2014). 
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In vitro Transcription Reactions and Primer Extension Assay 

In vitro transcription reactions and the primer extension assay were performed essentially 

as previously described (Wampler & Kadonaga, 1992). Twenty-five microliter reactions 

containing 125 µg nuclear extract, 32.5 mM HEPES (pH 7.6, K+), 20 mM KCl,  6.25 mM 

MgCl2, 0.05 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 1% PEG (Sigma product number P2263, 

MW:15-20kD), 10 µg/ml α-amanitin (where indicated), 2 units Promega Recombinant RNasin, 

20 ng/µl plasmid template, and 4.8 ng/µl recombinant M1BP (where indicated) were incubated 

at 24°C for 30 minutes. Twenty-five microliter Hsp70Bc reactions shown in Figure 2-5 

contained 125 µg nuclear extract, 32.5 mM HEPES (pH 7.6, K+), 50 mM KCl, 6.25 mM MgCl2, 

0.05 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 10 µg/ml α-amanitin (where indicated), 2 units 

Promega Recombinant RNasin, and 10 ng/µl plasmid template were incubated at 24°C for 20 

minutes. After PIC formation, NTPs were added to a concentration of 0.5 mM and transcription 

occurred for 20 minutes (or 10 minutes for Hsp70Bc reactions) at 24°C. Reactions were stopped 

by addition of 0.8% SDS, 16 mM EDTA, 160 mM NaCl, 0.2 mg/mL Torula yeast RNA, and 

0.08 mg/mL Proteinase K and incubated for at least 5 minutes at room temperature. Samples 

were extracted with 25:24:1 phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol followed by chloroform alone. 

Primer extension assays were then performed as previously described (Carey et al, 2013) and 

analyzed on a 10% sequencing gel containing 8M urea. 

 

Expression and Purification of M1BP 

Rosetta (DE3) pLysS competent cells (EMD Millipore) were transformed with a 

previously reported M1BP expression vector (Li & Gilmour, 2013). 0.5 liters of transformed 

cells were grown in LB media at 37°C to an OD600 of 0.4. IPTG was added to a final 
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concentration of 0.25 mM IPTG and incubated overnight at 11°C. Cells were collected, 

resuspended, and flash-frozen with liquid nitrogen in 25 mL Lysis buffer (25 mM HEPES (pH 

7.6, K+), 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 10 mM beta-mercaptoethanol, 0.1% Triton X-100, 

10 uM ZnCl2 with Protease inhibitors and 1 mg/mL lysozyme). Cells were thawed, incubated on 

ice for 15 minutes, sonicated and finally cleared by centrifugation at 20,000 x g. One-half 

milliliter of TALON (Clontech) resin previously equilibrated with lysis buffer was added to the 

cleared lysate and incubated with end over end mixing at 4°C for 1 hour. Resin was collected and 

washed with lysis buffer for 15 minutes at 4°C, then poured into a column and washed with an 

additional 50 mL lysis buffer. Samples were eluted from the column in Elution buffer (25 mM 

HEPES (pH 7.6, K+), 150 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole, 10 mM beta-mercaptoethanol, 0.1% 

Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, and 10 uM ZnCl2 plus protease inhibitors). The samples were then 

dialyzed at 4oC overnight in Elution buffer lacking imidazole. Samples were centrifuged at 

16000 x g for 10’ at 4oC and the supernatant was analyzed by SDS-PAGE and used in the 

indicated experiments. 

 

Synthesis of radiolabeled TRF2 

A DNA fragment encoding TRF2 was amplified from S2R+ cDNA (See (Baumann & 

Gilmour, 2017) for primer sequences). 100 ng of the T7-flanked TRF2 coding region PCR 

product was added to the TnT Quick Coupled Transcription/Translation System (Promega) 

rabbit reticulocyte lysates and the reactions were carried out per the manufacturer’s protocol. A 

parallel reaction was done without adding the PCR template to produce a negative control for the 

immobilized template pulldown experiments. 
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Immobilized template pulldown experiments 

Oligonucleotides corresponding to -52 to +8 of RpL30 or -36 to +14 of RpLP1 were 

annealed in 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM Tris-Cl pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl. The annealed oligonucleotides 

were purified from a polyacrylamide gel to ensure only hybridized oligonucleotides were used in 

the pulldowns. One oligonucleotide was biotinylated so that the template could be bound to 

Streptavidin Dynabeads as per the manufacturer’s protocol. Template bound beads were 

equilibrated in binding buffer consisting of 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.6, K+), 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM 

beta-mercaptoethanol, 0.2 mM PMSF, 0.1% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol, and 10 µM ZnCl2. 3.5 

µg of recombinant His-M1BP or control buffer and 10 µl 35S-TRF2 or control (No PCR 

template) TnT reactions were added as indicated. All components were incubated for 15 minutes 

at room temperature, then washed extensively with binding buffer. Beads were boiled in 

Laemmli sample buffer and the samples were analyzed by 10% SDS-PAGE. 35S-labelled TRF2 

was detected with a phosphorimager. 

 

Maltose-binding protein expression and pulldown experiments 

BL21DE3 E. coli cells expressing Maltose binding protein (Mal) alone or Mal fused to 

M1BP were grown to an OD600 of 0.4-0.5, IPTG was added and proteins were expressed in LB 

media overnight at 11°C. Cells were lysed then cleared by spinning at 100,000xg for 30 minutes. 

Mal was bound to amylose resin and washed with a buffer consisting of 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 

500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1% NP-40 and 1 mM DTT. Mal-M1BP was bound to amylose 

resin and washed with a buffer consisting of 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 1 M NaCl, 200 mM KCl, 

10% glycerol, 0.1% NP-40, 10 µM ZnCl2, and 1 mM DTT. 10 µl of each type of protein-bound 

resin was equilibrated with several washes of pulldown buffer (25 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 0.1 mM 
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EDTA, 12.5 mM MgCl2, 10% Glycerol, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1% CHAPS, and 0.1% NP-40). 

Following equilibration, 100 µl of pulldown buffer, 2 µl of 35S-TRF2, and 20 µg BSA was added 

to each sample. Mixtures were incubated for 15 minutes at room temperature while rotating. 

Samples were washed for 5 minutes with end-over-end rotation in 100 µl of pulldown buffer. A 

total of 5 washes were performed for each sample. Beads were boiled in Laemmli sample buffer 

and the samples were analyzed by 10% SDS-PAGE. 35S-labelled TRF2 was detected with a 

phosphorimager. 

 

ChIP-Exo 

ChIP-Exo was performed essentially as described in (Rhee & Pugh, 2012) with minor 

modifications. Libraries were quantified by qPCR and sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq 500. 

Basecalls were performed using Bcl2FastQ version 2.16.0. Sequenced reads were masked for 

low-quality sequence, then mapped to the Drosophila melanogaster dm3 whole genome using 

BWA mem (versions 0.7.9a, 0.7.12) with the default parameters. Heatmaps were generated with 

HOMER bioinformatics software (Heinz et al, 2010) and java Treeview (Saldanha, 2004). 

Tables for composite plots were generated with HOMER and plots were visualized using R 

(Venables & Smith, 2010). Position weight matrices (PWM) for Motif 1 and DRE were obtained 

by performing a MEME-ChIP search of 200 bp regions centered around M1BP ChIP-exo or 

DREF ChIP-seq peak centers as determined by GEM using default settings (Guo et al, 2012). 

The Motif 6 PWM was taken from the MEME-ChIP search of 200 bp regions centered on M1BP 

ChIP-exo peak centers. Motif 6 was the second most enriched motif in that search (after Motif 

1).The PWMs were fed into the FIMO tool (Grant et al, 2011) to identify motif locations 

genome-wide with a p-value cutoff <1E-04. 
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Bioinformatics 

 My list of active genes was derived from the active gene list provided in (Kwak et al, 

2013).  RP genes were selected and isolated from the list using their flybase annotation symbol. 

There are a total of 87 RP genes. Eight RP genes have duplicate isoforms and I eliminated one 

isoform of each duplicate if it lacked a TCT motif (Parry et al, 2010) or a TRF2 ChIP-seq peak 

bringing the total number of genes analyzed to 79. RpL15 resides on Chr3LHet and, since our 

ChIP-exo data was not mapped to those regions, it was removed from the ChIP-exo heatmaps 

and composite plots thus bringing the final RP gene number to 78. PRO-seq bedgraph files were 

obtained from (Duarte et al, 2016). Read pileups for heatmaps were performed with the HOMER 

bioinformatics tool using the annotatePeaks.pl script (Heinz et al, 2010). Composite plots were 

generated in R. Venn Diagrams were generated with Biovenn (Hulsen et al, 2008). Heatmaps 

were generated with Java Treeview (Saldanha, 2004). STARR-seq heatmaps were generated 

using deepTools (Ramírez et al, 2016). 

 

Peak Calling and ChIP-seq Analysis 

DREF ChIP-seq (GSM1535985) (Li et al, 2015), and input control experiment reads (Li 

et al, 2015) were downloaded from http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena in fastq format. DREF and Input 

reads were mapped to the dm3 genome in Galaxy with the BWA read aligner using default 

parameters. The GEM peak caller (Guo et al, 2012) was used to call peaks from the experiment 

and control bed files. Genes having transcription start sites within 200 bp of peak centers were 

designated M1BP-, TRF2- or DREF-associated. 
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Antibodies 

The M1BP antibody was initially described and characterized in (Li & Gilmour, 2013). 

The preimmune sera comes from the same rabbit used to produce the M1BP antibody prior to 

injection with purified M1BP. The TRF2 antibody was described in (Wang et al, 2014). The 

TAF1 antibody was described in (Maile et al, 2004). 
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Chapter 3: GFZF, a glutathione S-transferase protein 

implicated in cell cycle regulation and hybrid inviability, is a 

transcriptional co-activator  

 

 

 

Most of the content in this chapter has been published in Molecular and Cellular Biology (MCB), 

which allows publication of this material in my dissertation. 

 

Copyright © American Society for Microbiology, Molecular and Cellular Biology, Volume 

38, 2018, page numbers, DOI: 10.1128/MCB.00476-17] 
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Abstract 

The core promoter of protein-encoding genes plays a central role in regulating 

transcription. M1BP is a transcriptional activator that associates with a core promoter element 

known as Motif 1 that resides at thousands of genes in Drosophila. To gain insight into how 

M1BP functions, I employed immobilized template pulldowns and identified an interacting 

protein called GFZF. GFZF, which is notable for its unusual combination of FLYWCH zinc 

finger domains fused to a glutathione S-transferase (GST) homology domain, had been 

previously identified in genetic screens for factors involved in maintenance of hybrid inviability, 

the G2-M DNA damage checkpoint, and RAS/MAPK signaling but its contribution to these 

processes was unknown. Here, using a combination of biochemistry, immunofluorescence 

microscopy, and high-resolution genome-wide approaches, I show that GFZF resides in the 

nucleus and binds the promoter region of over one thousand actively transcribed genes. Reporter 

assays and chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments following RNAi-mediated 

depletion of GFZF reveal that GFZF functions as a transcriptional co-activator. In addition, I 

demonstrate that GFZF is a glutathione S-transferase with a physiologically-relevant affinity for 

glutathione. Altogether, I conclude that GFZF is the first reported transcriptional co-activator 

with intrinsic GST activity, and its identification as a transcriptional co-activator provides an 

explanation for its role in numerous biological processes. I also speculate about the exciting 

potential implications for a GST protein acting at this fundamental step in gene regulation. 
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Introduction 

Regulation of RNA Pol II-transcribed genes is one of the primary mechanisms by which 

cells coordinate the processes required for survival, proliferation, and development. The core 

promoter, defined as the 80-100 base pair region centered on the transcription start site, is the 

hub of transcription regulation (Danino et al, 2015). Transcription initiates when general 

transcription factors (GTFs) bind elements within the core promoter region forming a complex 

consisting of Pol II and other highly conserved Pol II-associated transcription factors (Thomas & 

Chiang, 2008). In recent years, our understanding has advanced from a model where the core 

promoter and the GTFs act as static integrators of signals from sequence specific transcription 

factors that bind enhancer regions and modulate transcription levels, to one where the core 

promoter and its machinery is a more dynamic assembly with different enhancer specificities 

(Zabidi & Stark, 2016; Ohler & Wassarman, 2010) and intrinsic regulatory properties (Danino et 

al, 2015).  

One particular core promoter element has emerged that provides a clear contrast to the 

models arising from canonical promoters. The element named Motif 1 (FitzGerald et al, 2006; 

Ohler et al, 2002a) is present in the promoter region of thousands of genes in Drosophila. We 

identified and characterized a factor that binds this conserved element and named it M1BP (Li & 

Gilmour, 2013). M1BP is enriched at housekeeping gene promoters and M1BP-bound genes tend 

to have moderate-to-high levels of paused Pol II, are constitutively expressed, and show little 

spatiotemporal fluctuation in transcription levels (Li & Gilmour, 2013). Additionally, Motif 1, 

and by extension, M1BP-bound promoters tend to lack many of the elements once thought to be 

essential for initiation such as the TATA box and Initiator (Ohler et al, 2002a), so how initiation 
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occurs at these promoters remains a mystery. Thus, the study of M1BP promoters might provide 

insights into previously unknown mechanisms of transcription initiation and activation.  

Here I characterize a factor called GFZF that M1BP recruits to promoters. GFZF turns 

out to be a novel transcriptional coactivator that has glutathione S-transferase (GST) activity. 

GFZF has been identified in many genetic screens since its initial characterization (Dai et al, 

2004). These screens have implicated GFZF in a wide variety of processes including regulation 

of the cell cycle (Ambrus et al, 2009), DNA damage checkpoints during the transition from G2 

to M phase (Kondo & Perrimon, 2011), transcriptional and splicing control of RAS/MAPK 

signaling (Ashton-Beaucage et al, 2014), response to oxidative stress (Li et al, 2008), three-

dimensional organization of polycomb complexes (Gonzalez et al, 2014), and speciation 

(Phadnis et al, 2015) among other processes (Provost et al, 2006; Barth et al, 2014; Ranson et al, 

2001). Despite its involvement in these critical cellular processes, little is known about the 

mechanism by which it carries out these seemingly disparate functions. Early work reported that 

GFZF resides in the cytoplasm (Dai et al, 2004). Here, I present data supporting a parsimonious 

conclusion that GFZF is a transcription factor required for expression of the many factors that 

carry out the functions described in the above screens.  

Historically, GSTs have been studied for their role in cellular detoxification (Salinas & 

Wong, 1999). However, there are notable examples of GSTs performing additional cellular 

functions which include the regulation of signal transduction (Adler et al, 1999), inhibition of 

apoptosis (Kamada et al, 2004), and the response to oxidative stress (Hayes et al, 2005). Thus, it 

seems that GSTs play a critical, and perhaps underappreciated, role in cellular function and 

homeostasis. Our unprecedented finding of a transcription factor with GST activity raises the 
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possibility of additional layers of complexity in the already complex process of metazoan 

transcriptional regulation. 

Results and Discussion 

M1BP associates with GFZF  

In order to understand the function of the core promoter, it is essential to know what 

factors associate with it. To identify factors that associate with Motif 1-containing core 

promoters, I immobilized a DNA sequence that corresponds to the promoter of a mitochondrial 

ribosomal protein gene subunit (mRpS30). This promoter was chosen because it contains a strong 

consensus Motif 1 and our lab previously observed that mRpS30 transcript levels decreased 

significantly upon M1BP depletion (Li & Gilmour, 2013). Additionally, another study used this 

promoter to drive GFP expression in flies and observed a loss of GFP expression when Motif 1 

was removed (Li et al, 2010). To perform my immobilized template pulldown experiment, I 

incubated the mRpS30 promoter template with Drosophila embryo nuclear extracts. As a 

negative control, I also incubated extracts with a promoter sequence containing a mutant version 

of Motif 1 that no longer binds M1BP. Bound proteins were then detected by SDS-PAGE and 

identified by mass spectrometry. Comparison of the factors bound to these two promoters 

identified several factors including Putzig, GFZF, and CG3995 (Figure 3-1). The identification 

of Putzig is consistent with previous findings that Putzig exists in a complex with TRF2 

(Hochheimer et al, 2002) and that TRF2 interacts with M1BP (Baumann & Gilmour, 2017). The 

function of CG3995 is unknown. However, CG3995 is predicted to bind nucleic acids because it 

possesses both a BED-type zinc finger and Myb/Sant-like binding domain (Finn et al, 2016). I 

discuss the potential implications for M1BP’s interaction with CG3995 and Putzig in Chapter 4.  
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Figure 3-1. Putzig, GFZF, CG3995, and M1BP associate with wt Motif 1 immobilized templates. 

Silver-stained SDS-PAGE analysis of eluates from immobilized template pulldowns using the mRpS30 

promoter DNA with either the wild-type Motif 1 sequence (wt Motif 1) or 3 mutated nucleotides (∆ Motif 

1). wt and ∆ Motif 1 sequences for the mRpS30 promoter are shown below the gel.  Nuclear extracts were 

incubated with the immobilized templates and bound proteins were recovered and analyzed by 8% SDS-

PAGE then identified by mass spec. 

 

To determine if GFZF interacts directly with M1BP, I performed the immobilized 

template pull-down analysis with recombinant proteins expressed in and purified from E. coli. 

The data are consistent with my results from extracts and show, as expected, neither of the two 

factors associated with the mutated Motif 1 template (Figure 3-2, see lanes 3, 5, 7). In contrast, 

M1BP was able to associate with the wild-type Motif 1 template regardless of whether GFZF 
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was present in the reaction (Figure 3-2, cf. lanes 4 and 8). Conversely, GFZF was only able to 

associate with the wild-type Motif 1 template in the presence of M1BP (Figure 3-2, cf. lanes 6 

and 8). Thus, direct interaction between M1BP and GFZF is likely to be involved in recruiting 

GFZF to promoter DNA.   

 

Figure 3-2. GFZF is a nuclear protein recruited to promoter DNA by M1BP.  

Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE analysis of immobilized template pulldown experiments using the RpLP1 

promoter sequence performed with recombinant, purified His-M1BP and His-GFZF. wt and ∆ Motif 1 

sequences for the RpLP1 promoter are shown below the gel. 

 

To determine if M1BP and GFZF interact in the absence of a DNA template, I performed 

pulldowns with purified maltose binding protein (Mal) fusions. Using either the alpha fragment 

of lacZ as a control or full-length M1BP fused to Mal, I determined that GFZF interacts 

specifically with M1BP (Figure 3-3, cf. lanes 3 and 5). Notably, the immobilized template 

pulldown (Figure 3-2) showed a roughly stoichiometric recovery of both GFZF and M1BP; 
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whereas, in the case of the Mal fusion pulldowns, GFZF is recovered sub-stoichiometrically. 

This suggests that GFZF may have a greater propensity to bind M1BP in a DNA-templated 

context.  

 

Figure 3-3. M1BP and GFZF interact in solution. 

Coomassie-stained, SDS-PAGE analysis of Mal fusion pulldown experiments performed with 

recombinant, purified Mal-lacZɑ or Mal-M1BP fusion proteins immobilized on amylose beads and His-

GFZF. 

 

GFZF associates with chromosomes.  

While GFZF was originally reported to be primarily a cytoplasmic protein (Dai et al, 

2004), the results of my immobilized template pulldown experiments indicated that GFZF might 

associate with chromosomes. To test this, we used immunofluorescence microscopy with GFZF 

antibody to detect GFZF on polytene chromosomes. Antibody against GFZF localized it to 

distinct bands broadly distributed across each chromosome (Figure 3-4).  
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Figure 3-4. GFZF is associated with polytene chromosomes.  

Polytene chromosomes from third instar larvae were spread and stained with antibody against GFZF. 

Polytene chromosome spreads were prepared and stained by David Gilmour. 

 

Since my pull-down analysis indicated that M1BP and GFZF associate with each other, I 

compared their distributions on chromosomes. A comparison of M1BP and GFZF staining 

patterns on different polytene chromosome spreads revealed very similar staining patterns 

(Figure 3-5). Since both M1BP and GFZF antisera were prepared in rabbits, I could not detect 

both proteins at the same time on the same specimens. To circumvent this problem, I constructed 

a transgenic fly line that expresses FLAG-tagged M1BP (Figure 3-6) and localized the two 

proteins with a mouse monoclonal antibody targeting the FLAG epitope on M1BP and rabbit 

antibody targeting GFZF. This revealed significant overlap in staining for the two factors (Figure 

3-7), suggesting that M1BP and GFZF bind the same genomic regions.  
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Figure 3-5. GFZF and M1BP have similar staining patterns on polytene chromosomes. 

Comparison of anti-M1BP and anti-GFZF staining patterns at the end of chromosome 2R on separately 

stained samples. White lines guide an alignment of the patterns. Polytene chromosome spreads were 

prepared and stained by David Gilmour. 

 

Figure 3-6. Detection of ectopically expressed FLAG-tagged M1BP on polytene chromosomes. 

Polytene chromosome squashes from (A) yellow-white third instar larvae or (B) larvae expressing M1BP 

with N-terminal double FLAG and single HA tags under control of the Hsp83 Promoter were stained with 

antibodies against M1BP, the FLAG epitope, and with Hoechst dye. Polytene chromosome spreads were 

prepared by David Gilmour. 
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Figure 3-7. M1BP and GFZF show co-localized staining on polytene chromosome spreads. 

Polytene chromosomes from flies expressing 2XFLAG-HA-M1BP were spread and stained with mouse 

antibody against the FLAG epitope and rabbit antibody against GFZF. For ease of comparison, the 

images were split and aligned so that GFZF is to the left of the thin white line and FLAG-M1BP is to the 

right. Polytene chromosome spreads were prepared by David Gilmour. 

 

GFZF colocalizes with M1BP at many promoters.  

To gain further insights into GFZF’s role, I mapped the distribution of GFZF on the 

genome using ChIP-exo. ChIP-exo reads from GFZF using only formaldehyde resulted in 

enrichment in promoter regions, but a low signal-to-noise ratio. I reasoned that the low signals 

were a result of either poor antibody performance or GFZF indirectly associating with chromatin 

through M1BP’s interaction with promoters. Thus, in an attempt to address the second issue and 

potentially increase the signal-to-noise for the GFZF samples, I prepared the chromatin using 

two additional crosslinkers (described in the materials and methods section). This, in theory, 

should increase the likelihood of capturing M1BP-GFZF interactions and, if GFZF associates 

with chromatin exclusively through M1BP, should ultimately amplify the GFZF ChIP-exo 

signals. Using DeepTools2 (Ramírez et al, 2016), I compared the ChIP-exo data from this 

additionally cross-linked material with our formaldehyde-only material and found a good 
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correlation between the datasets (Figure 3-8) (Pearson R2=0.88, summed reads surrounding gene 

promoters). I also noticed increased signal intensities using the chromatin with extra cross-

linkers. Thus, I used the data from this chromatin preparation for our GFZF analysis and found 

that GFZF was present on over 1000 promoters in proliferating Drosophila S2R+ cells (Figure 3-

9).  

 

 

Figure 3-8. Single- and triple-crosslinked GFZF ChIP-exo datasets correlate well. 

Pairwise comparison of GFZF ChIP-exo reads from single- and triple-crosslinked chromatin preparations 

summed in a 500 bp windows centered on 5339 active gene TSSs. These 5339 genes lack a neighboring 

gene TSS within 500 bp. The strength of the normalized signal intensities between the datasets differ, but 

the Pearson correlation is strong (R2=0.88). 
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Figure 3-9. M1BP and GFZF co-localize at promoters with Motif 1. 

Heatmaps showing M1BP (left panel) or GFZF (center panel) ChIP-exo reads mapped in a 1000 bp 

window centered on the transcription start site (TSS) of 5339 active genes lacking a neighboring gene 

TSS within 500 bp. ChIP-exo reads for the forward and reverse strands have been separated and displayed 

in blue and red, respectively. The presence of Motif 1 within 100 bp of the TSS is indicated by blue lines 

in the right panel. 

 

A composite plot shows that the ChIP-exo signal for GFZF largely overlaps with M1BP 

and is concentrated in a 100 bp region just upstream from the transcription start site (Figure 3-

10). Additionally after calling peaks for both factors, I identified genes that have a M1BP or 
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GFZF peak within 100 bp of the TSS. 3013 genes are bound by M1BP, while 1885 are bound by 

GFZF. Furthermore, both factors are almost exclusively bound to the promoter region of active 

genes (Figure 3-11).  

 

Figure 3-10. GFZF and M1BP share similar exonuclease footprints. 

Composite plot of the heatmaps displayed in a 600 bp window centered on the TSS. ChIP-exo reads for 

the forward and reverse strands are displayed above and below the x-axis, respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-11. GFZF colocalizes with M1BP at promoter. 

Venn diagram showing the overlap between active genes with M1BP and GFZF peak calls within 100 bp 

of a TSS. Genes have not been filtered for neighboring gene TSSs. 
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Gene ontology analysis of genes with a GFZF peak within 100 bp of the TSS revealed 

that, like M1BP (Li & Gilmour, 2013), GFZF is highly enriched at the promoters of genes that 

perform housekeeping functions (i.e. metabolism, organization, and cellular physiology) (Table 

3-1). Thus, I conclude that GFZF and M1BP show remarkable overlap throughout the genome.  

 

 

Table 3-1. GFZF-associated genes tend to serve housekeeping functions. 

The table shows enriched gene ontology terms for GFZF-bound promoters. 

 

GFZF is a transcriptional co-activator 

The extensive co-localization of GFZF with M1BP, a known transcription factor (Li & 

Gilmour, 2013), raises the possibility that GFZF is a transcription factor. To test if GFZF 

activates transcription, I performed a dual-luciferase reporter assay following GFZF depletion in 

S2R+ cells (Figure 3-12 A). 

I used the GFZF-associated promoters for the Ribosomal Protein gene, RpLP1, Sex-lethal 

(Sxl) gene, roX2 gene, or abnormal wing discs gene (awd) to drive transcription of a Firefly 

luciferase reporter. These promoters were chosen because previous studies had linked GFZF to 

processes and pathways in which their genes or gene products are involved (Phadnis et al, 2015; 

Provost et al, 2006). As an internal control for the transfection efficiency, I used the RpIII128 

promoter, which lacks M1BP and GFZF, to drive expression of a sequence coding Renilla 
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https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/V0nZx
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/V0nZx
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https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/wYJSO+lWRr4
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/wYJSO+lWRr4
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/wYJSO+lWRr4
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/wYJSO+lWRr4
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/wYJSO+lWRr4
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luciferase. Both Firefly- and Renilla-coding plasmids were transfected with either an empty 

expression vector, or one that expressed a FLAG-tagged version of GFZF. Cells were treated for 

1 day with dsRNA targeting either lacZ as a control, exon 2 of GFZF, or the 5’ untranslated 

region (5’UTR) of GFZF and subsequently transfected with reporter plasmids. Two days later, 

cells were lysed and assayed for Firefly and Renilla luciferase activity. Ectopically expressed 

FLAG-GFZF activated each of the promoters in the presence of the lacZ control RNAi (Figure 

3-12 B-E, cf. bars 1 and 2). This suggests that GFZF levels in the cell are limiting. RNAi 

targeting exon 2 of both the endogenous and ectopic GFZF inhibited GFZF dependent activation 

(Figure 3-12 B-E, cf. bars 2 and 4). In contrast, RNAi targeting the 5’ UTR of endogenous 

GFZF, which is different from the 5’ UTR of ectopic GFZF, did not inhibit activation by FLAG-

GFZF (Figure 3-12 B-E, cf. bars 2 and 6). Instead, the level of expression mediated by 

endogenous GFZF was diminished (Figure 3-12 B-E, cf. bars 1 and 5).  
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Figure 3-12. A luciferase reporter assay reveals that GFZF is a transcriptional co-activator.  

(A) S2R+ cells were treated with dsRNA targeting either lacZ (RNAi control), Exon 2 of GFZF, or the 5’ 

UTR of endogenous GFZF. The Exon 2 RNAi targets both the endogenous and transfected version of 

GFZF and the 5’ UTR RNAi targets only the endogenous GFZF. After 24 hour incubation with dsRNA, 

luciferase reporter plasmids and a vector that expresses either empty or wild-type GFZF were transfected 

into the cells. After an additional 48 hour incubation, the cells were lysed then assayed in tandem for 

Firefly and Renilla luciferase activity. Firefly luciferase expression was driven by a GFZF-bound 

promoter while Renilla luciferase expression was driven by the GFZF- and M1BP-less RpIII128 

promoter. (B-E) Firefly/Renilla ratios are displayed for RpLP1, Sxl, roX2, and awd. All values are 

normalized to the lacZ dsRNA, empty vector sample at each promoter.  
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To determine if GFZF is involved in activation of endogenous genes, I knocked down the 

level of GFZF and used ChIP to monitor the association of GFZF, M1BP, and Pol II with the 

same promoters that were tested in our transient expression assay. RNAi targeting GFZF caused 

significant decreases in the level of GFZF associated with the RpLP1, Sxl, roX2, and awd 

promoters (Fig. 3-13A).  

 

Figure 3-13. GFZF knockdown results in Pol II and M1BP loss at GFZF-bound promoters.  

qPCR quantification of (A) GFZF, (B) M1BP, and (C) Rpb3 ChIP samples following 3-day RNAi 

treatment with dsRNA targeting either lacZ (lacZi) as a control or GFZF (GFZFi). Error bars show 

standard deviation (n=4 biological replicates). Two-tailed t-tests assuming equal variance were used to 

generate p-values (reported for each loci tested). 

 

These results confirm that my ChIP-exo analysis with the GFZF antibody indeed 

monitors GFZF. Knock-down of GFZF also caused decreases in the level of M1BP associating 

with the promoters (Fig. 3-13 B). This was unexpected since our biochemical analysis showed 

that M1BP bound a promoter fragment independently of GFZF (Fig. 3-2). Notably, an 

examination of M1BP ChIP-exo reads on M1BP-bound genes with or without GFZF reveals that 
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averaged M1BP signal intensities are higher on genes that have a GFZF peak (Figure 3-14). 

Western blot analysis shows that the knockdown of GFZF does not affect the level of M1BP 

(Fig. 3-15). Thus, the contribution of GFZF to M1BP promoter-occupancy must reflect some 

role for GFZF contributing to M1BP binding in a cellular context. GFZF might be stabilizing the 

binding of M1BP to Motif 1. Because ChIP experiments ultimately rely on crosslinking, another 

explanation could be that GFZF induces some conformational change in M1BP that affects the 

crosslinking efficiency. Alternatively, GFZF might only associate with stably-bound M1BP. In 

accordance with transient expression data, the knock down of GFZF caused a marked decrease in 

the level of Rpb3, a Pol II subunit, detected at GFZF-associated promoters. As expected, GFZF 

depletion had an insignificant impact on Rpb3 associated with the hsp70 promoter (Fig. 3-13C). 

Taken together, the transient expression data and the ChIP analysis establish that GFZF is a 

transcriptional co-activator.  

 

Figure 3-14. M1BP signals are stronger at GFZF-bound promoters. 

Normalized M1BP ChIP-exo are mapped relative to the TSS of genes with (red trace, n=1766) or without 

(orange trace, n=1304) a GFZF peak within 100 bp of the TSS.  
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Figure 3-15. Total cellular levels of M1BP are unaffected following GFZF depletion.  

Anti-GFZF, anti-M1BP, and anti-NELF E probed western blots of S2R+ cell lysates following 3-day 

RNAi. Western blots are from RNAi-treated cells performed as biological replicates and are annotated as 

#1 and #2. MWM: molecular weight marker. The antibody dilution ratio in 2% milk TBS-T is indicated 

in parentheses on the right-hand side of each membrane section.  

 

 I attempted to establish an in vitro transcription system that was dependent upon GFZF, 

but depletion of GFZF had no effect on transcriptional output from the gene promoters tested in 

vitro. Perhaps activation by GFZF requires a chromatin context that is not provided by my in 

vitro transcription system. 

 

GFZF has glutathione S-transferase activity.  

An intriguing feature of GFZF is its GST homology region which is unprecedented for a 

transcription factor. A previous study demonstrated that GFZF binds a glutathione (GSH) 

column and can be eluted with GSH in a dose-dependent fashion (Dai et al, 2004). To test if 

GFZF functions as a glutathione S-transferase and to measure its affinity for GSH, I expressed 

the GST domain of GFZF with a His-tag in E. coli and purified it using metal-affinity and ion-

exchange chromatography (Figure 3-16 A). I also designed and expressed a catalytic mutant 

(S876A) of GFZF using the structure of a related GST in silkworm for reference (Kakuta et al, 

2011). I next assayed GST activity by monitoring the increase in absorbance at 340 nm that 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/3NyjI
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/3NyjI
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/3NyjI
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/kKyEB
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/kKyEB
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/kKyEB
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/kKyEB
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results when glutathione (GSH) is conjugated to 1-Chloro-2,4-dinitrobenzene (CDNB). Based on 

initial reaction velocities, the Km for glutathione for the wild-type (wt) and S876A mutant was 

determined to be 0.07 mM and 3.28 mM, respectively (Figure 3-16 B). The Km of wt GFZF falls 

well below the physiological range of GSH concentrations which has been reported to be 

between 1-10 mM (Montero et al, 2013), though it has been reported that GSH concentrations 

are lower in the nucleus (Söderdahl et al, 2003). Thus, GFZF’s high affinity for GSH suggests 

that it is probably almost always bound in a cellular context. 

 

Figure 3-16. GFZF has GST activity with high affinity for glutathione.  

(A) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE analysis of the His-tagged GST homology domain of GFZF (wt and 

S876A mutant). (B) Kinetic analysis of GFZF’s GST domain. The Km was obtained by altering GSH 

concentration while keeping CDNB constant. 

 

To determine if the GST activity was involved in transcriptional activation, I measured 

activation of the luciferase reporter genes in the presence of a wild-type, mutant (S876A), or 

truncated GFZF which has the GST domain deleted (Figure 3-17 A). The wt and S876A mutant 

activate transcription to a similar extent while the truncated GST-less mutant had approximately 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/tCwqp
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/tCwqp
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/tCwqp
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/0xi69
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/0xi69
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/0xi69
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half as much activity (Figure 3-17 B). While wt GFZF activates transcription more robustly than 

the GST-less mutant in the luciferase assay, it was critical to assess whether differences in 

protein expression could account for the differences between those samples. To that end, I 

performed western blots against the FLAG epitope to quantify ectopic GFZF expression in cells 

(representative western blots shown in Figure 3-17 C). Upon comparing the fold increase in 

luciferase activity with the fold increase in ectopic protein expression, I conclude that the GST 

portion of GFZF does not contribute to its ability to activate transcription in this assay (Figure 3-

17 D). (p-value=0.78, two tailed t-test assuming equal variance comparing the difference in fold 

increase of wt/ΔGST for the luciferase activity and ectopic GFZF expression, n=12). 
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Figure 3-17. GFZF’s GST domain is not required for transcription activation of transfected DNA. 

(A) Schematic of GFZF and the mutants used to test the function of GFZF’s GST domain in transcription 

activation. FWZF stands for FLYWCH zinc finger domain. (B) Normalized Firefly/Renilla luciferase 

activities are displayed for four different reporter promoters with wt, ΔGST, and S876A mutant versions 

of GFZF ectopically expressed (n=3 biological replicates). (C) Representative western blots of luciferase 

lysates following ectopic expression of wt, ΔGST, or S876A GFZF. Western blots from 5 of 12 

independent experiments are shown. The upper and lower band in each blot corresponds to full-length (wt 
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or S876A) and truncated (ΔGST) GFZF, respectively. Chart comparing the wt over ΔGST fold increase 

of the luciferase activity and ectopic expression levels. To calculate the fold difference in luciferase 

activity, I subtracted the endogenous (Empty vector) luciferase values from the ectopically expressed 

GFZF luciferase values then plotted the wt/ΔGST ratio. For the fold difference in ectopic expression 

levels, I calculated the wt/ΔGST ectopic expression ratios after quantifying the wt and ΔGST anti-FLAG 

western blot signal intensities in ImageJ. There is no significant difference between the fold increase in 

luciferase activity and the fold increase in ectopic expression for the wt vs ΔGST sample (p=0.78). Error 

bars represent standard deviation. n=12 (3 biological replicates from 4 promoters). 

 

Identification of GFZF as a transcription factor provides insights into its roles in a broad 

spectrum of biological processes.  

Since its initial discovery, GFZF has appeared as a “hit” in numerous screens (Kondo & 

Perrimon, 2011; Ashton-Beaucage et al, 2014; Gonzalez et al, 2014; Phadnis et al, 2015; Provost 

et al, 2006). While possible explanations for GFZF’s appearance in these screens have been put 

forth, they have lacked a unifying cellular function that could explain GFZF’s seemingly 

disparate roles. Here I show that GFZF binds approximately 1800 genes and functions as a 

transcriptional co-activator. This new information can explain the broad functionality of GFZF. 

GFZF was first identified in Drosophila as a suppressor of a gene called killer of prune (also 

known as awd). Mutations in awd alone cause no phenotype but are lethal in flies that are 

homozygous for nonlethal mutations in another gene called prune. It was proposed that 

mutations in GFZF suppressed the lethality caused by the combination of mutations in awd and 

prune because wild-type GFZF was generating something toxic by conjugating glutathione to a 

metabolic product derived from the activities of mutant prune (a cyclic AMP phosphodiesterase) 

and mutant awd (a nucleoside diphosphate kinase) (Provost et al, 2006). However, my results 

provide a simpler explanation: GFZF associates with the awd promoter and activates 

transcription (Figure 3-18 A, Figure 3-12 E, and Figure 3-13 A-C).  

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/ypIpz+kwBGv+Dh25y+wYJSO+lWRr4
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https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/ypIpz+kwBGv+Dh25y+wYJSO+lWRr4
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/ypIpz+kwBGv+Dh25y+wYJSO+lWRr4
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/ypIpz+kwBGv+Dh25y+wYJSO+lWRr4
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https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/lWRr4
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/lWRr4
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/lWRr4
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Figure 3-18. GFZF binds the promoters of genes integral to genetic screens in which GFZF was a 

“hit”.  

(A) UCSC genome browser shot showing the association of GFZF and M1BP with the promoter of the 

gene, awd. awd is also known as killer of prune. Mutations in awd alone cause no phenotype but are 

lethal in flies that are homozygous for nonlethal mutations in another gene called prune (Provost et al, 

2006). The reads above and below the horizontal line correspond to ChIP-exo reads from the forward (+) 

and reverse (-) strands, respectively. (B) UCSC genome browser shot showing GFZF’s association with 

the promoter of Dsor1 which is critical for the RAS/MAPK signaling pathway (Ashton-Beaucage et al, 

2014). Dsor1 encodes the MEK kinase. Shown are forward (+) and reverse (-) strand ChIP-exo reads for 

M1BP, GFZF, or a No IgG ChIP control. Bars in black show the genomic location of MultiGPS-

generated peaks for either GFZF or M1BP. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/lWRr4
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In this scenario, GFZF mutants defective in transcription would reduce the level of 

expression of mutant awd. The drop in awd transcription means there would no longer be 

sufficient mutant Awd protein to cause lethality with mutant Prune protein. In another case, 

GFZF’s appearance in a screen for RAS-mediated MAPK activation can be explained by it 

binding to the core promoter region of mek (Figure 3-18 B, Dsor1). In accordance with GFZF’s 

function as a transcriptional co-activator, the authors demonstrate that knockdown of GFZF 

results in reduced levels of mek transcripts (Ashton-Beaucage et al, 2014). Likewise, GFZF’s 

appearance in the G2-M DNA damage checkpoint screen could be simply explained by GFZF 

being required for the transcription of other factors involved in this DNA damage checkpoint. 

Our ChIP-exo analysis indicates that GFZF associates with 22 of the 64 genes that were 

identified in this screen, including the promoters of factors known to have roles in this DNA 

damage checkpoint including myt1, 14-3-3ε, and tefu (Kondo & Perrimon, 2011) (Figure 3-19).  

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/kwBGv
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/kwBGv
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/kwBGv
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/ypIpz
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Figure 3-19. GFZF binds the promoters of genes involved in the G2 to M DNA damage checkpoint.  

Based on an RNAi screen, Myt1, 14-4-4ε, and tefu were among the top genes to affect the G2 to M DNA 

damage checkpoint (Kondo & Perrimon, 2011). UCSC Genome browser shots of ChIP-exo data show 

that GFZF associates with the promoters of all three genes. Shown are forward (+) and reverse (-) strand 

ChIP-exo reads for M1BP, GFZF, or a No IgG ChIP control. Bars in black show the genomic location of 

MultiGPS-generated peaks for either GFZF or M1BP. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/ypIpz
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GFZF was also identified in a screen for mutations that affect hybrid inviability (Phadnis 

et al, 2015). When female D. melanogaster are mated to male D. simulans, no male progeny are 

produced. Mutations in GFZF in male D. simulans allowed production of male progeny in this 

interspecies mating. GFZF binds to the promoter of three (msl-1, msl-2, and mle) out of five 

subunits that comprise the male-specific lethal (MSL) complex in flies. Additionally, it binds to 

the promoter region of roX2, one of the ncRNAs that is part of the MSL complex (Figure 3-20). 

 

 

Figure 3-20. GFZF binds the promoter region of Male Specific Lethal (MSL) complex genes. 

UCSC Genome browser shots of genes encoding components of the MSL complex. GFZF’s appearance 

in a screen for hybrid inviability, which leads to male lethality, could pertain to its role in expression of 

components of the MSL complex. Shown are forward (+) and reverse (-) strand ChIP-exo reads for 

M1BP, GFZF, or a No IgG ChIP control. Bars in black show the genomic location of MultiGPS-

generated peaks for either GFZF or M1BP. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/wYJSO
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The MSL complex functions in dosage compensation in male flies by doubling the 

amount of transcription arising from genes on the X chromosome; disrupting the function of the 

MSL complex causes male lethality. Since GFZF is a transcriptional co-activator and binds the 

promoters of several genes encoding the MSL complex, I speculate that hybrid-specific GFZF-

mediated misregulation of MSL components might be contributing to male lethality. This would 

be consistent with others who have provided evidence that defects in dosage compensation 

contribute to hybrid inviability  (Rodriguez et al, 2007; Chatterjee et al, 2007; Bachtrog, 2008). 

However, a follow-up study which tested the hypothesis that defects in the MSL complex 

contribute to hybrid inviability concluded that defects in MSL function cannot fully explain 

hybrid inviability (Barbash, 2010). It could be that GFZF’s role in hybrid inviability is more 

nuanced than misregulation of MSL complex components and might involve mis-expression of 

other factors involved in maintaining incompatibility. Whatever the case, it is reasonable to 

speculate that GFZF’s role will involve mis-regulation of genes required for maintenance of 

hybrid inviability.  

 

The GST activity of GFZF 

GFZF is unusual because of its unique combination of zinc fingers and a functional GST 

domain. Our search for homologous genes in other organisms indicates that genes sharing 

homology to the entirety of GFZF are limited to Schizophora, the section of true flies which 

includes the common house fly. Since other neopterans, including mosquitoes, have GST 

proteins that share homology with GFZF’s GST domain but lack GFZF’s zinc fingers, it is likely 

that GFZF evolved recently as a result of a gene fusion (Clustal alignments in Figure 3-21 and 

Cladogram in Supplemental Figure 3-22). In accordance with this hypothesis, mRNA expression 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Jy2Va+2mnIn+z4PFp
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Jy2Va+2mnIn+z4PFp
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Jy2Va+2mnIn+z4PFp
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Jy2Va+2mnIn+z4PFp
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/Jy2Va+2mnIn+z4PFp
https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/aGBr2
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data shows that there is a second promoter in the intron of GFZF that immediately precedes the 

GST domain of the full-length GFZF gene and the resulting transcript is predicted to encode a 

functional GST. This transcript is detected from 14 hour old embryos to adults whereas the full-

length GFZF is detected throughout development beginning with 0-2 hour old embryos 

(Gramates et al, 2017).  

  

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/sf3eV
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Figure 3-21. Orthologs of the entirety of GFZF are restricted to Schizophora.  

GFZF orthologs and sequences were obtained from OrthoDB by providing the amino acid sequence of 

GFZF and alignments were generated using Clustal Omega (Sievers et al, 2011). The image was 

generated using Jalview with the “BIosum62” coloring mode (Waterhouse et al, 2009). The zinc finger 

(FWZF) and GST domains are delineated above the alignments. Species with full-length GFZF are 

highlighted in red. Only Schizophorans have full-length GFZF. 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/SH6M5
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Figure 3-22. Orthologs of the entirety of GFZF are restricted to Schizophora.  

Cladogram showing Schizophora cladogram was generated with Interactive Tree of Life (iTOL) server 

(Letunic & Bork, 2016) by feeding the phyloT server with the list of organisms that possess GFZF 

orthologs according to OrthoDB as shown in Figure 3-19. Species with orthologs possessing N-terminal 

FLYWCH zinc fingers, like GFZF, are highlighted in red. 

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/6Ibvv
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At this point, the function of the GST domain is unclear. I observed that deletion of this 

domain reduced the level of expression of the remainder of the protein and that the remaining 

part still activated transcription. Since I only assayed for function on transiently transfected 

DNA, it remains possible that the GST activity is important in a natural chromatin context, 

which is not formed on transiently transfected DNA. Mutations in the GST domain of GFZF 

have been identified that cause larval lethality so the domain appears to be essential (Provost et 

al, 2006).  

It is possible that the gene fusion resulting in GFZF is fortuitous and that the GST 

domain’s function is not linked to gene regulation. On the other hand, this fusion raises the 

intriguing possibility that GST activity is important for gene expression and that other organisms 

bring GST activity to a gene’s promoter through protein-protein interactions. GST proteins are 

best known for their roles in protecting cells from toxic endogenous and xenobiotic compounds 

so GST might function at promoters to inhibit DNA damage (Hayes et al, 2005). Another 

possibility is that GFZF could serve as a sensor of the redox potential of the cell. Having a GST 

transcription factor act as a nuclear sensor of the redox state of the cell could ensure that cells 

can quickly alter their transcriptional output in response to stress and chemical insult. There is 

precedent for redox regulation of transcription factors, both directly (Brigelius-Flohé & Flohé, 

2011), and through signal transduction (Adler et al, 1999). Brf2, a Pol III core transcription 

factor, has a single oxidation-prone cysteine residue that when oxidized, inhibits Brf2’s ability to 

form a complex with TBP at some Pol III-dependent promoters. In cells, oxidative stress caused 

a sharp decline in Brf2-dependent gene transcripts (Gouge et al, 2015). In an example of redox 

regulation through signal transduction, a GST protein acts to inhibit c-Jun N-terminal kinase 

(JNK) activity under normal physiological conditions. However, when cells are treated with 
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hydrogen peroxide or UV irradiation, the GST dimerizes and no longer inhibits JNK, thus 

allowing the signaling cascade to commence (Adler et al, 1999). As further evidence of redox-

driven transcriptional regulation, sublethal levels of hydrogen peroxide globally reduce the 

turnover rate of Pol II paused in the promoter proximal region of genes (Nilson et al, 2017). 

Finally, PrfA, a protein in the intracellular pathogenic bacteria Listeria monocytogenes appears 

to be allosterically regulated by glutathione (Reniere et al, 2015). If, as in the above examples, 

such a molecular switch regulates GFZF function in response to redox perturbations, it would 

represent an elegant means of quickly altering gene expression of a multitude of genes in 

response to stress.  

Materials and Methods 

Nuclear Extracts 

Nuclear extracts were prepared from 0-12 hour Oregon R embryos as previously described 

(Biggin & Tjian, 1988; Li & Gilmour, 2013).  

 

Immobilized Template Pulldowns  

Immobilized template pulldowns were performed by annealing oligonucleotides (sequences 

listed in (Baumann et al, 2017)) corresponding to the core promoter sequence of mRpS30 (-32 to 

+18) or RpLP1 (-37 to +13) and gel purifying the annealed templates from a polyacrylamide gel. 

One strand of the annealed template was biotinylated at the 5’ end. Oligonucleotides used for 

pulldowns from nuclear extracts have an inverted 3’ dT to inhibit degradation by 3’ exonuclease 

present in the nuclear extracts. For immobilized template pulldowns from nuclear extracts, 3.5 

µg of wt or mutant motif 1 mRpS30 template was immobilized on 100 µl streptavidin Dynabeads 

(ThermoFisher - 11205D) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Template-bound beads 
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were equilibrated in 0.18 M HEMGN (180 mM KCl, 25 mM HEPES pH 7.6, 12.5 mM MgCl2, 

0.1 mM EDTA pH 7.9, 10% glycerol, 0.1% NP-40). The beads were then incubated at room 

temperature for 45 minutes with 250 µl of nuclear extract and 40 µg of HaeIII-digested E. coli 

DNA. Beads were washed 5 times at room temperature for 10 minutes each wash with 0.18 M 

HEMGN. Finally, beads were transferred to a new tube, boiled in gel loading buffer, and the 

resulting proteins were analyzed on an 8% SDS-polyacrylamide gel.  

 

For immobilized template pulldowns using purified factors, 800 ng wt or mutant Motif 1 

RpLP1 template was immobilized on 20 µl streptavidin Dynabeads. 150 µl binding reactions had 

the following composition: 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 200 mM NaCl, 40 mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 

10 µM ZnCl2, 0.1% NP-40, 1 mM DTT, 3.5 µg His-GFZF (or dialysis buffer), 3.5 µg His-M1BP 

(purification previously described in (Baumann & Gilmour, 2017), and 25 µg sonicated Salmon 

sperm DNA. Samples were incubated at room temperature for 1 hour and washed 3 times with 

wash buffer consisting of 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 200 mM NaCl, 40 mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 

10 µM ZnCl2, 0.1% NP-40, and 1 mM DTT then transferred to a new tube and eluted with 15 µl 

gel loading buffer for 10 minutes at 75°C. Samples were loaded on an 8% SDS-PAGE and 

stained with coomassie brilliant blue. 10% (15 µl) of the unbound fractions were also analyzed 

by SDS-PAGE as above.  

 

Purification of Maltose-binding protein (Mal) fusions 

One liter of BL21 (DE3) E. coli culture transformed with plasmids encoding N-terminal 

Mal fused with a rigid linker to the lacZɑ fragment or M1BP were grown at 37°C to an OD600 

of 0.8. Expression of the Mal fusion protein was induced by addition of IPTG to a final 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/DcIXD
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concentration of 300 µM. Cultures were incubated at 37°C for an additional 2 hours, then placed 

on ice and harvested by centrifugation for 10 minutes at 7500 x g. The pellet was frozen in liquid 

nitrogen, then resuspended in 125 ml Mal lysis buffer (25 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 500 mM NaCl, 

10% glycerol, 0.1% NP40, 1 mM DTT, 0.4 mM PMSF, and a protease inhibitor cocktail). All 

subsequent steps were performed at 4°C. Cells were lysed by passing the cell suspension 3 times 

through a microfluidizer. Lysates were cleared by ultracentrifugation for 1 hour in a Beckman 

Type 70 Ti rotor at 35,000 rpm. 50 ml of supernatant was passed through 0.5 ml of amylose resin 

(NEB E8021) packed in a Poly-Prep gravity column (Bio-Rad 7311550). The resin was washed 

with 12 column volumes of Mal lysis buffer and finally with 4 column volumes of Mal lysis 

buffer with 180 mM NaCl. Protein-bound resin was stored at 4°C. 

 

Maltose-binding protein fusion pulldowns with His-GFZF 

500 µl binding reactions consisted of 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 180 mM NaCl, 10% 

glycerol, 0.1% NP40, 1 mM DTT, 0.4 mM PMSF, 2 µl Mal-bound amylose resin (~9 µg Mal 

fusion protein), and 3.5 µg His-GFZF. Reactions were incubated at 4°C for 2 hours with end-

over-end rotation, then washed with 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.6, 180 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.1% 

NP40, 1 mM DTT, 0.4 mM PMSF at 4°C for 2 hours with end-over-end rotation. Resin was 

transferred to a new tube and material was eluted in 20 µl gel loading buffer by heating to 75°C 

for 10 minutes. Material was analyzed by 10% SDS-PAGE and stained with coomassie brilliant 

blue.  
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Polytene Chromosome Squashes and Immunofluorescence 

Salivary glands were dissected from third instar larvae and stained with antibodies 

against GFZF (Dai et al, 2004), M1BP (Li & Gilmour, 2013), or anti-FLAG M2 antibody 

(Sigma - F1804) as previously described (Ghosh et al, 2011). The FLAG+HA-tagged M1BP 

transgenic flies were generated by amplifying the M1BP coding sequence from the plasmid 

described in (Li & Gilmour, 2013) and inserting it downstream of the hsp83 promoter in the 

pCaSpeR-hs83 (Missra & Gilmour, 2010). The resulting plasmid encoded M1BP with two 

consecutive FLAG tags and an HA tag at the N-terminus. Drosophila transformation was 

performed by Rainbow Transgenic Flies, Inc. 

 

Purification of full-length His-GFZF  

The coding sequence of GFZF was cloned from S2R+ cDNA into the NheI and EcoRI 

restriction sites of the pET28 expression vector. Rosetta (DE3) pLysS cells were grown in 1 liter 

of LB media at 37°C to an OD600 of 0.4. IPTG was added to a final concentration of 1 mM and 

cells were incubated at 18°C for 24 hours. Cells were collected, lysed in lysis buffer (50 mM 

HEPES (pH7.6), 500 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, 10% glycerol, 0.1% Triton X-100, 2 mM 

PMSF), sonicated, and centrifuged at 20,000 x g for 20 minutes. Lysates were applied to 300 µl 

Ni-Nta resin (Qiagen - 30210) and bound in batch for 1 hour at 4°C. Resin was collected and 

washed in batch at 4°C for 15 minutes with 30 ml lysis buffer. Resin was packed in a column, 

washed with an additional 5 ml lysis buffer, and eluted with 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 150 mM 

NaCl, 10% glycerol, 200 mM imidazole, 0.1% Triton X-100, and 2 mM PMSF. Eluates were 

further purified through Mono Q using a buffer consisting of 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 10% 

glycerol, 0.1 mM ZnCl2, 0.1% Triton X-100 with a NaCl gradient from 150 mM to 550 mM.  

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/3NyjI
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ChIP-exo 

ChIP-exo was performed with antibodies against GFZF (Dai et al, 2004) and M1BP (Li 

& Gilmour, 2013) essentially as described in (Rhee & Pugh, 2012) with minor modifications. 

Libraries were quantified by qPCR and sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq 500. Basecalls were 

performed using Bcl2FastQ version 2.16.0. Sequenced reads were masked for low-quality 

sequence, then mapped to the D. melanogaster dm3 whole genome using BWA mem (versions 

0.7.9a, 0.7.12) with the default parameters. Heatmaps were generated with HOMER 

bioinformatics software (Heinz et al, 2010) and Java Treeview (Saldanha, 2004). Tables for 

composite plots were generated with HOMER and plots were visualized using R (R Core Team). 

Genome browser images were generated with the UCSC genome browser (Kent et al, 2002).  

Based on the knowledge that M1BP mediates GFZF’s association with chromatin, I 

reasoned I might be able to boost GFZF’s ChIP-exo signal intensity by using additional cross-

linking reagents which would increase the likelihood that GFZF and M1BP form protein-protein 

cross links. To test this, I rinsed the cells twice with PBS then added 5 mM dimethyl adipimidate 

(DMA) and 1.5 mM ethylene glycol bis(succinimidyl succinate) (EGS). After incubating the 

cells with DMA and EGS for 10 minutes at room temperature, 1% formaldehyde was added and 

cells were incubated for an additional 10 minutes. I chose to use DMA and EGS because a 

previous report demonstrated that these crosslinkers enhanced the ChIP signals of proteins 

indirectly associated with chromatin (Zeng et al, 2006). I performed ChIP-exo with this triple 

crosslinked material and noticed that signal intensities improved and accuracy was retained. 

Thus, I used the data from this chromatin preparation for our GFZF analysis.  
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Peak Calling 

The 5’ ends of reads were obtained and MultiGPS (Mahony et al, 2014) was used to call 

peaks using the default settings with Pre-immune ChIP-exo libraries serving as control samples. 

A list of genes with a GFZF peak within 100 bp of its TSS was used for gene ontology (GO) 

analysis. GO analysis was performed using DAVID with the GOTERM_BP_1 list (Huang et al, 

2009b, 2009a). The Venn diagram was generated with BioVenn (Hulsen et al, 2008). The active 

gene list derived from (Nechaev et al, 2010) as described in (Li & Gilmour, 2013).  

 

Luciferase Reporter Assays 

S2R+ cells were grown in M3+BPYE containing 10% FBS and at 25°C. For luciferase 

assays without dsRNA treatment, 1.7 million S2R+ cells in 600 µl of media were seeded per well 

in 24-well plates (Corning 353047) and incubated overnight. The following day, cells in a well 

were transfected with a mixture of: 25 ng pGL3-(RpLP1 (-500 to +50), Sxl (-500 to +53), roX2 (-

258 to +60), or awd (-500 to +25)), 25 ng pRL-polIII-Renilla (Gilchrist et al, 2008), 50 ng 

pAc5.1 (empty or 2XFLAG-GFZF wt, ΔGST, or S876A mutant), 20 µl serum-free media, and 

0.2 µl fuGENE HD (Promega - E2311). The plasmids and media were premixed prior to the 

addition of fuGENE HD as indicated in the manufacturer’s protocol. Two days after transfection, 

cells were lysed and assayed for luciferase activity using the Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay 

System (Promega - E1910) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. To monitor relative levels 

of transiently expressed derivatives of GFZF, a portion of cell lysate from the Dual-Luciferase 

assay containing 20 µg of total protein (as determined by Bio-Rad Bradford Assay #5000006) 

was subjected to western blot analysis with M2 anti-FLAG antibody (Sigma - F1804). For 

luciferase assays with dsRNA treatment, dsRNA was generated by in vitro transcription with T7 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/5H8OY
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polymerase on PCR-generated templates flanked by T7 promoter sequences (primer sequences 

used to generate each PCR template are included in (Baumann et al, 2017)). 1.7 million cells in 

300 µl serum-free media were seeded per well in 24-well plates. Cells were then treated with 3 

µg of dsRNA for 1 hour, after which 300 µl of media supplemented with 20% FBS and 2X 

antibiotic + antifungal (Corning 30-004-CI) was added. dsRNA-treated cells were then incubated 

overnight and transfected with DNA the following day as described above.  

 

RNAi-depletion of GFZF followed by chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) 

S2R+ cells were maintained in M3+BPYE containing 10% FBS and grown at 25°C. Ten 

milliliters of cells at 2.8 million cells per ml were plated in a 10 cm dish and incubated overnight. 

The following day, the media was removed, the cells were rinsed with PBS, and 6 ml of serum-

free media was added. 60 µg dsRNA targeting either lacZ or Exon 2 of GFZF was added to the 

culture and incubated for 1 hour. 6 ml of media containing 20% FBS and 2X antibiotic + 

antifungal (Corning 30-004-CI) was added and cells were incubated for an additional 3 days. 

ChIP experiments were performed as described previously (Li & Gilmour, 2013) using rabbit 

polyclonal antisera against GFZF, M1BP, or Rpb3. Primers used to quantify percent recovery are 

listed in (Baumann et al, 2017). For western blots, cells were lysed in LDS sample buffer and 

material equivalent to 2 million lysed cells was subjected to SDS-PAGE, transferred to 

nitrocellulose, and probed with antibodies against GFZF, M1BP, or NELF-E.  

 

Expression and Purification of the GFZF GST domain 

For the purification of the His-tagged GST domain of GFZF, the DNA sequence 

encoding residues 800-1045 of GFZF was cloned into pET28 using the NheI and EcoRI 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/6xojt
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restriction sites. The S876A mutation was introduced using the In-Fusion cloning kit (Clontech 

638910) with primers bearing the desired mutations. Rosetta (DE3) pLysS were transformed and 

cells were grown at 37°C in 4 liters of LB media to an OD600 of 0.8-0.9 and induced with 0.5 

mM IPTG. Following induction, cells were incubated at 15°C for 24 hours. Cell were harvested 

and resuspended in 150 ml of lysis buffer (25 mM HEPES (pH7.6), 500 mM NaCl, 5 mM 

imidazole, 10% glycerol, 0.1% Nonidet P-40, 1 µM ZnCl2, 0.1 mM PMSF, 20 mM 2-

mercaptoethanol, and a protease inhibitor cocktail). The cells were lysed by passing the cell 

suspension through a microfluidizer three times, then ultracentrifuged at 125000 x g for 30 

minutes. The cleared lysate was bound in batch with 1.5 ml of Talon resin at 4°C for 1 hour and 

washed in batch with 45 ml of lysis buffer for 30 minutes at 4°C. The Talon resin was packed 

into a column, washed with an additional 5 column volumes and eluted with buffer consisting of 

50 mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 100 mM NaCl, 200 mM imidazole, 10% glycerol, 0.1% Nonidet P-40, 

1 µM ZnCl2, 0.1 mM PMSF, and 20 mM 2-mercaptoethanol. The eluates were dialyzed 

overnight at 4°C in a buffer consisting of 25 mM HEPES (pH7.6), 100 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 

0.1% Nonidet P-40, 0.1 mM PMSF, and 2 mM DTT. Purified proteins were flash frozen in liquid 

nitrogen and stored at -80°C. 

 

GST Activity Assay 

1 mL reactions consisting of 100 mM Potassium Phosphate (pH6.5), 1 mM 1-Chloro-2,4-

dinitrobenzene (CDNB), 130 nM (8 µg) purified His-GFZF truncations, and varying amounts of 

glutathione were assayed for absorbance at 340 nm every 20 seconds for 10 minutes. Automated 

readings were taken on a Pharmacia Biotech Ultrospec 3000. The slope for the linear part of the 
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curve (typically 0-240 seconds) was taken as the initial velocity. R was used to generate the 

graph and determine the Vmax and Km using non-linear least squares regression. 
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Chapter 4: Additional Considerations and Future Directions 

 

The value of studying M1BP has been manifested in the previous chapters. Future studies 

will undoubtedly further elucidate the mechanisms of M1BP’s function in RP gene transcription 

and activation with GFZF. Below, I discuss other potential cellular roles for M1BP, describe 

preliminary experimental results, and speculate about the significance of M1BP’s additional 

putative functions. 

 

Nucleosome Clearance from Promoters by M1BP and NURF 

The immobilized template pulldown experiment I performed and described in Chapter 3 

(Figure 3-1) identified Putzig, GFZF, and CG3995 as factors that interact with promoter 

sequences in a Motif 1-dependent manner. Previous reports demonstrated that Putzig exists in a 

complex with TRF2 (Hochheimer et al, 2002). The work I presented in Chapter 2 demonstrates 

that TRF2 interacts with M1BP (Baumann & Gilmour, 2017). Thus, a biochemical connection 

between Putzig and M1BP could exist via both factors’ interactions with TRF2. My results with 

recombinant factors indicate that TRF2 is able to associate with promoters in an M1BP-

dependent manner without Putzig. However, it could be that in cells, M1BP interacts with both 

TRF2 and Putzig as part of a larger complex. If multiple M1BP interaction sites do exist within a 

TRF2-Putzig complex, this might enhance the putative recruitment of the complex by M1BP.  

Putzig also exists in a complex with the histone remodeler NURF (Kugler et al, 2011). 

NURF was first identified through its interaction with GAGA factor (GAF) and is required for 

activated transcription in vitro (Tsukiyama et al, 1994; Tsukiyama & Wu, 1995; Xiao et al, 

2001). In an attempt to determine whether a connection exists between M1BP and NURF, I 
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compared the abundance of NURF at M1BP- and GAF-bound gene promoters. To do this, I first 

called peaks using GAF and M1BP ChIP-exo data and determined which genes had GAF or 

M1BP peaks within 100 bp of the TSS. Using previously published genome-wide NURF ChIP-

chip data (GEO accession: GSE20829), I mapped the levels of NURF enrichment relative to 

GAF- and M1BP-bound gene TSSs. Interestingly, I observed that NURF is more highly enriched 

at M1BP-bound gene promoters than GAF-bound gene promoters (Figure 4-1). This is somewhat 

surprising given the well-studied connection between GAF and NURF. This result suggests that 

the Putzig-M1BP interaction may direct NURF to M1BP-bound locations to deplete 

nucleosomes around the TSS. The significant enrichment of NURF at M1BP-bound promoters 

might account for the high degree of nucleosome depletion around M1BP-bound promoters as 

observed in (Li & Gilmour, 2013). It should be noted, the Putzig-M1BP interaction appears to be 

dependent on the presence of DNA, since my immunoprecipitations of M1BP from the same 

Drosophila embryo nuclear extracts failed to detect Putzig (Figure 4-4; immunoprecipitation 

results further discussed later in this chapter).  

  

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/V0nZx
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Figure 4-1. NURF is more highly enriched at M1BP-bound promoters than GAF-bound promoters.  

log2 values of the NURF/Input ChIP-chip ratio were mapped relative to the TSSs of M1BP-bound 

(n=1741) or GAF-bound (n=921) gene promoters that lack neighboring TSSs within 500 bp. Data were 

binned in 500 bp regions in accordance with the low-resolution nature of ChIP-chip data. p-values for 

each binned region (plotted as gray dots) were calculated using a two-tailed T-test assuming equal 

variance. The negative log10 transformation of each p-value is reported with the dashed line representing 

the -log10 transformation of the 0.05 statistical significance cutoff. 

 

M1BP and CG3995 as Chromatin Boundary Factors and Genome Organizers 

In addition to Putzig and GFZF, the mass spectrometry results from the immobilized 

template pulldown experiments from nuclear extracts also revealed CG3995 as a putative M1BP 

interaction partner. Though largely uncharacterized, it has been inferred from sequence analysis 

that CG3995 possesses a BEAF- and DREF-related (BED) finger DNA binding domain 

(Aravind, 2000). Like the more extensively studied C2H2 zinc fingers, the BED finger is 

predicted to chelate divalent cations and recognize specific DNA sequences. According to the 

protein family (Pfam) database (Finn et al, 2016), only 9 Drosophila proteins are predicted to 

https://paperpile.com/c/jlauhN/U8ya
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possess BED finger domains. Thus, it is not a particularly common domain. This scarcity might 

suggest the domain carries out rather specialized functions.  

The fact that CG3995 has a BED finger domain is interesting because DREF and the 

Drosophila insulator protein BEAF-32 each possess a BED finger (Alignment shown in Figure 

4-2). Notably, DREF and BEAF-32 are the only factors with a BED finger that have been 

characterized. Based on this connection with DREF and BEAF-32, I hypothesize that CG3995 

might function in RP gene transcription and chromatin boundary formation. In support of the 

first point, I demonstrated in Chapter 2 that DREF is enriched at many RP gene promoters. 

Furthermore, DREF regulates expression of RP genes in humans (Yamashita et al. 2007). Thus, 

since CG3995 and DREF represent 2 of the 9 proteins with a BED finger, it seems reasonable to 

speculate that CG3995 might also contribute to coordinated RP gene expression. One possibility 

is that CG3995 recognizes Motif 6. Motif 6 is enriched at RP gene promoters (see Figure 2-11), 

but the factor that recognizes this element remains unknown.  

The argument that CG3995 might act as a boundary factor is supported by the fact that 

BEAF-32 and DREF are known boundary factors (Hart et al, 1999; Gilbert et al, 2006). The 

gene regulation field is very interested in boundary elements and factors since they are thought to 

divide genomes into functionally-related regions. It is believed that partitioning the genome into 

functionally-related domains drives the precise transcriptional programs necessary for 

development and differentiation (Pope et al, 2014). The available literature suggests the BED 

finger domain is specialized for binding chromatin boundary elements (Aravind, 2000). If 

CG3995 does bind a boundary element (putatively Motif 6), then characterizing CG3995 would 

likely offer novel insights into genome organization and could further elucidate the mechanisms 

by which transcription is impacted by genome organization.  
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Figure 4-2. BED finger domain sequence alignment. 

Sequence alignments of the BED finger domain of BEAF-32A, BEAF-32B, DREF, and CG3995. BEAF-

32A and -32B are differentially spliced versions of the same gene that differ in their 80 N-terminal amino 

acid residues (Hart et al, 1997). Both BEAF-32A and -32B are thought to contribute to genome 

organization (Gilbert et al, 2006). I reproduced this figure from (Aravind, 2000). They constructed the 

alignment by parsing the highest-scoring pairs generated in PSI-BLAST searches, then adjusted the 

alignment based on secondary-structure prediction for related subsets. Secondary structure was predicted 

using the PHD program (Rost & Sander, 1993; Rost et al, 1994). H/h and E/e above the alignments 

represent predicted α-helices and β-strands, respectively. Upper case letters denote strong (90%) 

prediction and lowercase letters denote moderate (72%) prediction. The shading indicates the following: 

aromatic residues (YFWLIVMA; yellow); small residues (SAGTVPNHD; green); polar residues 

(STQNEDRKH; purple). The metal-chelating cysteine and histidine residues are shown in red 

 

Determining whether CG3995 binds Motif 6 should be relatively straightforward. Jian Li, 

a former graduate student in the lab, identified M1BP using DNA affinity chromatography (Li & 

Gilmour, 2013). Additionally, I’ve demonstrated that immobilized template pulldowns on a 

smaller scale can be used to identify factors that interact with DNA templates in a sequence-

specific manner (Figure 3-1). Either approach should be suitable for determining the Motif 6 

recognition factor. Using my approach, a biotinylated template containing Motif 6, but lacking 

Motif 1, could be immobilized on streptavidin Dynabeads. Factors that associate specifically 

with a consensus Motif 6 and not a mutant Motif 6 template could then be pulled out of 

Drosophila embryo nuclear extracts and assessed by SDS-PAGE then identified by mass 

spectrometry. If CG3995 does bind Motif 6, I would expect CG3995 to appear in the case where 

wt Motif 6 was used, but not in the case where Motif 6 is mutated. To reproduce the results in a 
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reconstituted system, CG3995 could be expressed and purified from E. coli. Whether purified 

CG3995 binds a Motif 6-containing template could then be assessed by an immobilized template 

pulldown or gel-shift assay. It would be interesting and important to test whether the 

combination of M1BP and CG3995 increases affinity when the binding factors and recognition 

elements are present either alone or in combination.  

 

M1BP’s role in Genome Organization 

In addition to M1BP’s association with CG3995, several lines of evidence indicate that 

M1BP contributes to genome organization. First, two recent reports demonstrated that Motif 1 

and M1BP are enriched at topologically-associated domains (TAD) boundaries (Hug et al, 2017; 

Ramírez et al, 2018). TADs are regions of the genome that often reside in close proximity in the 

nucleus. This conclusion has been inferred from ligation-based genome-wide sequencing data 

that shows sequences within TADs interact more frequently than sequences delimited by TAD 

boundaries (Pope et al, 2014). The genes present in regions of the genome encompassed in a 

single TAD often possess similarities in their transcriptional activity and their associated histone 

modifications.  

As the name suggests, TAD boundaries delineate neighboring TADs. Most TAD 

boundaries occur at sites of active transcription (Ramírez et al, 2018), and are enriched in 

Drosophila for core promoter elements including: Motif 1, the DRE, and Motif 6. Notably, there 

is a significant enrichment (p<0.0001, fisher’s exact test) of Motif 1 at promoters containing 

Motif 6, suggesting that M1BP might facilitate the recruitment of the factor that binds Motif 6. 

Perhaps the combination of Motif 1 and Motif 6 at promoters drives TAD boundary formation. 
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This could be interrogated using single-locus or genome-wide assays to evaluate chromatin 

conformation following deletion or insertion of Motif 1 and Motif 6 at select promoters.  

One additional piece of evidence I generated further implicates M1BP playing a role in 

genome organization. I determined that M1BP interacts with the insulator-bridging factor CP190 

(Figure 4-3). Recent studies have shown that the ZAD-Znf proteins ZIPIC and Pita also interact 

with CP190 (Maksimenko et al, 2015). Through additional experiments, the study demonstrates 

that ZIPIC and Pita are required for proper genome organization and could thus be classified as 

chromatin boundary factors. As mentioned in Chapter 2, M1BP is also a member of the ZAD-

Znf family of transcription factors. This family of transcription factors has undergone a lineage-

specific expansion in Drosophila, analogous to the expansion of KRAB-Znf or SCAN-Znf 

factors in humans (Chung et al, 2007; Nowick & Stubbs, 2010; Stubbs et al, 2011). Given the 

similarities between these factors and M1BP, I suspect Pita and ZIPIC may bind distal regulatory 

elements and associate indirectly with M1BP via their common interaction with CP190. In 

support of this notion, it was demonstrated that different portions of CP190 were responsible for 

interacting with ZIPIC and Pita (Maksimenko et al, 2015). Thus, CP190 may be able to 

accommodate interactions from multiple ZAD-Znf transcription factors and other boundary 

factors at the same time. The indirect association of sequence-specific binding factors through 

CP190 could be a key mechanism that directs genome organization and TAD establishment. 

These CP190-mediated interactions could also reveal the mechanisms that direct promoter-

enhancer interactions. A deeper understanding of the promoter-enhancer interactions that drive 

housekeeping gene expression would be of value to the field since the majority of enhancer 

studies have focused on developmental or hormone-regulated genes (MacArthur et al, 2009; 
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Zaret & Carroll, 2011). Thus, it remains unclear to what extent housekeeping genes rely on input 

from distal regulatory sites.  

 

 

Figure 4-3. M1BP interacts with CP190. 

(A) M1BP or Preimmune immunoprecipitates from nuclear extracts were separated by SDS-PAGE and 

analyzed by probing western blots with antibody against CP190. (B) CP190 or Preimmune 

immunoprecipitates from nuclear extracts were separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by probing 

western blots with antibody against M1BP. 

 

An open question in the field of genome organization and gene regulation is whether 

active transcription drives TAD formation or TAD formation directs active transcription. M1BP 

may offer a unique opportunity to directly investigate this question. M1BP acts as both a 

transcription activator and, putatively, as a delimiter of TADs. So, if we could eliminate M1BP’s 

ability to associate with CP190 without affecting its ability to activate transcription, we could 

potentially address this issue. Obviously, there are clear technical obstacles to test such a 

hypothesis. For one, it may not even be possible to separate the two functions. However, 

following the lead of (Maksimenko et al, 2015), one could quickly determine the region(s) of 
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M1BP that are responsible for its interaction with CP190. To facilitate such a project, I have 

cloned, expressed, and purified full-length and truncated versions of M1BP fused to maltose-

binding protein. A mutant version of M1BP that is incapable of interacting with CP190 could 

then be tested for transcription activity in vitro. If M1BP’s transcription activation and CP190-

interaction functions could be separated, then it might be possible to determine whether TAD 

boundaries are established as a result of active transcription or active transcription ensues after 

CP190-mediated TAD boundary formation. If such a system could be established, then I could 

test the chromatin organization of the system by chromatin conformation capture (3C) (Dekker et 

al, 2002) and assess transcriptional activity by qPCR. If TADs arise as a result of active 

transcription, then TAD boundaries should remain if the wild-type copy of M1BP is swapped 

with a transcriptionally competent version of M1BP that no longer interacts with CP190 in cells. 

If these results were not observed, it would suggest that TAD formation is driven by mechanisms 

independent of transcription. 

As a side note, there is one ZAD-Znf present in humans (ZFP276) of unknown function 

(Wong et al, 2003, 2000). Thus, a more complete understanding of ZAD-Znf function could 

provide useful insight into the function of ZFP276. Interestingly, (Stampfel et al, 2015) tested 

the activities of a number of Drosophila transcription factors in mammalian cells. They found 

that, among the factors tested, the Drosophila transcription factors exerted the same functions in 

mammalian cell lines as they did in Drosophila cells. Therefore, understanding the properties of 

transcription factors that drive regulation in Drosophila could offer direct insights about 

regulatory principles in humans. 
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M1BP and Spectrin 

In addition to immobilized template pulldown experiments, I performed 

immunoprecipitation (IP) experiments as an orthogonal approach to identify factors that interact 

with M1BP. Briefly, Drosophila embryo nuclear extracts were incubated with antisera raised 

against M1BP or Preimmune sera, the bound material was washed, eluted, and separated by 

SDS-PAGE. Finally, the bands that were enriched in the M1BP IP lanes were identified using 

liquid chromatography-tandem mass spec (LC-MS/MS). These experiments once again 

identified GFZF as an M1BP interactor. Additionally, I identified ɑ- and β-Spectrin and 

Drosophila Target of Rapamycin (dTOR) as potential M1BP interactors (Figure 4-4).  

 

Figure 4-4. M1BP IP identifies GFZF, Spectrin, and Drosophila target of rapamycin (dTOR). 

M1BP and Preimmune sera were used for immunoprecipitations from Drosophila embryo nuclear 

extracts. The samples were analyzed by 8% SDS-PAGE, stained with coomassie, and the identity of the 

labeled bands excised from the M1BP lane (left) was revealed through LC-MS/MS.  
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Since Spectrin is traditionally studied for its role in cell structure, my detection of 

Spectrin interacting with M1BP was unexpected. Nevertheless, I confirmed the results of the 

mass spec identification by probing M1BP IP western blots with anti-Spectrin antibody. This 

experiment reveals clear enrichment of Spectrin in the M1BP IP sample compared to the 

Preimmune IP sample (Figure 4-5, cf. lanes 3 and 4). Spectrin proteins were originally 

discovered fifty years ago as factors critical for the maintenance of red blood cell structure 

(Marchesi & Steers, 1968). Since then, studies have identified and described roles for both α- 

and β-Spectrin in the nucleus (Sridharan et al, 2006). For instance, α-Spectrin plays an essential 

role in DNA interstrand crosslink repair (Brois et al, 1999; McMahon et al, 1999). In patients 

with Fanconi’s Anemia, the loss of ɑ-Spectrin results in chromosome instability and telomere 

dysfunction (Sridharan et al, 2003; Zhang et al, 2010, 2013). Interestingly, M1BP resides at the 

telomeres of polytene chromosomes (Li & Gilmour, 2013). Thus, the observation that Spectrin 

also binds telomeres is of particular interest (Zhang et al, 2013). It should be noted that Spectrin 

binding telomeres would need to be confirmed in Drosophila as this has not been reported in 

flies. If Spectrin does interact with telomeres in Drosophila, it could be that M1BP recruits 

Spectrin to telomeres. This recruitment would enable Spectrin to carry out its putative function 

of recruiting repair proteins to sites of telomere damage (Zhang et al, 2013). If such a mechanism 

did exist, it would demonstrate an additional, non-transcriptional function for M1BP. Further 

interrogation of the functional significance of this association would be interesting given 

M1BP’s function in genome organization and Spectrin’s well-established role in structuring the 

cell. 
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Figure 4-5. M1BP interacts with α-chain Spectrin. 

M1BP and Preimmune immunoprecipitates (lanes 3 and 4) from nuclear extracts were separated by SDS-

PAGE and analyzed by probing the western blot with an antibody against α-chain Spectrin.  

 

M1BP and dTOR 

The conserved serine/threonine kinase TOR and the pathways dependent upon it have 

been extensively studied. TOR-dependent signaling pathways are involved in regulating 

processes such as transcription, ribosome biogenesis, and nutrient shuttling (Hall, 2008). Since 

M1BP drives the expression of housekeeping genes that carry out such functions, it would make 

a great deal of sense for TOR to target M1BP. I attempted to confirm the mass spectrometry 

results by immunoprecipitating M1BP then probing for TOR by western blot, but I was unable to 

detect TOR. Thus, confirming the biochemical interaction between M1BP and TOR should 
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precede a more careful interrogation of any putative functional connection between the two 

factors. Nevertheless, a potential biological connection between the factors is logical and begs 

for further exploration. One intriguing possibility is that TOR phosphorylates M1BP to control 

M1BP function in cells. As an example, phosphorylation of M1BP by TOR might target M1BP 

to the nucleus or otherwise affect its subcellular localization. Alternatively, phosphorylation of 

M1BP might alter M1BP’s affinity for other factors (i.e. GFZF or TRF2) that contribute to 

transcription of M1BP-bound genes. It is also possible that phosphorylation alters M1BP’s 

affinity for Motif 1. However, the fact recombinant M1BP purified from E. coli is able to bind 

Motif 1 (Li & Gilmour, 2013; Baumann & Gilmour, 2017) argues against this last possibility. If 

the interaction between M1BP and TOR were confirmed, determining the biological implications 

of the interaction would be interesting since it links a master regulator of housekeeping gene 

transcription (M1BP) with a signaling kinase best known for its role in cell growth, cell survival, 

and nutrient signaling (TOR) (Kennedy & Lamming, 2016).  

 

Speculation on Biomolecular Condensate Formation for Coordinate Transcription 

Recently, biomolecular condensates (also known as liquid-liquid phase separations) have 

vaulted into the scientific communities’ collective awareness. Pioneers in the field have 

concluded that biomolecular condensates drive the formation of membrane-less organelles 

(Banani et al, 2017). They and others also postulate that biomolecular condensates can account 

for poorly understood phenomena such as transcriptional bursting and nuclear organization 

(Banani et al, 2017; Hnisz et al, 2017). Condensate formation is driven by the physical properties 

of RNA and proteins possessing high valency. Proteins with low-complexity, intrinsically-

disordered regions (IDRs) exhibit this high valency. The C-terminal domain (CTD) of Pol II is a 
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notable example of an IDR. The fact that the CTD is an IDR has led some to speculate that 

transcriptional bursting is mediated through the multivalent interactions of the CTD, which 

might be regulated by specific phospho-isoforms of the CTD (Hnisz et al, 2017). This is an 

intriguing notion and is likely being tested by other labs. However, this might not explain how 

gene classes are differentially regulated. How, for example, are RP genes so highly and 

coordinately expressed? Can biomolecular condensates provide a rational hypothesis? I think one 

potentially valid explanation for their coordinate regulation is that the factors bound to RP genes 

drive the formation of highly specific biomolecular condensates. 

There is a key characteristic of TRF2 that may drive biomolecular condensate formation 

and ultimately lead to coordinate transcription of RP genes. Specifically, Drosophila TRF2 has a 

long N-terminal region that is predicted to be highly disordered. Notably, it is predicted to be 

even more highly disordered than the CTD of Pol II (Figure 4-6). Long IDRs are thought to 

predispose factors to form or enter liquid-liquid phase-separated states (Banani et al, 2017). 

Thus, it seems possible that this long IDR of TRF2 could promote the formation of biomolecular 

condensates. In such a scenario, the unique combination of M1BP with TRF2 might confer 

molecular specificity that allows other RP gene promoters to coalesce and drive robust 

transcription in a coordinated fashion. As discussed in Chapter 2, STARR-seq data shows that 

RP gene promoters serve as enhancers of the RpS12 gene which suggests that RP gene 

promoters interact to modulate the transcription of other RP genes. This spatial proximity further 

strengthens the argument that RP genes are coalescing in nuclear space. It is interesting to think 

that this coalescence might be driven by biomolecular condensates. 
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Figure 4-6. The TRF2 N-terminal domain is predicted to be highly disordered. 

Sequences corresponding to TRF2 and Rpb1 were fed into the IUPred server (Dosztányi et al, 2005b, 

2005a) and the outputs were plotted in Excel. For reference, a graphical representation of each protein 

with predicted or known domains is included below each chart. Only the CTD of Pol II is delimited in the 

Rpb1 graphic. According to IUPred, scores above 0.5 indicate disorder. A red line at 0.5 has thus been 

included to highlight this cutoff.  
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Biochemical experiments could be performed with purified TRF2 and M1BP to see 

whether they are able to form droplets or condensates in vitro. Notably, in my experiments and in 

the experiments that the Kadonaga lab performed, the short isoform that lacks this N-terminal 

extension was used. This isoform is able to rescue in vitro transcription activity following TRF2 

depletion (Wang et al, 2014) and can interact with M1BP (Baumann & Gilmour, 2017). It would 

be interesting to test whether RP gene transcription is affected in cells when the N-terminal IDR 

is removed or replaced with a well-folded domain. These early explorations could initially rely 

upon genome-wide ChIP and RNA-seq methods, but ultimately fluorescence microscopy 

methods will be required to observe the dynamic behavior of these putative droplets in single 

cells. Using microscopy techniques, one could also test the hypothesis that the unique 

combination of M1BP or DREF and TRF2 at RP gene promoters enables the coalescence and 

coordinate transcription of RP genes through phase-separated states. Super-resolution 

microscopy measurements of fluorescently-labeled TRF2 or M1BP could be used in conjunction 

with RNA-FISH and oligopaint FISH or related sequence-specific genome localization 

techniques (Beliveau et al, 2015). RNA-FISH enables the quantification and localization of 

specific mRNAs. Thus, RNA-FISH could be used to quantify the abundance and location of RP 

gene transcripts in the nucleus. Oligopaint FISH enables the high-resolution localization of 

genomic regions using sequence-specific DNA probes. Thus, oligopaint FISH could be used to 

determine whether RP gene promoters and TRF2 coalesce in a manner predicted by phase 

separation. So far, oligopaint FISH has only successfully been used to identify the location of 

repetitive DNA sequence elements (Beliveau et al, 2012). However, recent advances using 

catalytically inactive Cas9/CRISPR have increased the detection sensitivity of techniques aimed 

at visualizing targeted genomic loci (Ma et al, 2015; Shechner et al, 2015; Shao et al, 2016; Qin 
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et al, 2017; Neguembor et al, 2017). These advances and continued future improvements should 

enable the detection and super-resolution localization of non-repetitive genomic sequences. 

 

Additional Considerations on M1BP Function 

Another interesting question to be addressed with regards to M1BP-bound genes is 

whether or to what extent these genes are driven by enhancers. While it would make sense to 

have housekeeping gene transcription regulation independent of, or less-dependent on, signals 

from enhancers, there is evidence that suggests housekeeping gene promoters do receive signals 

from regions scattered throughout the genome (Zabidi et al, 2015). As demonstrated in Chapter 

2, RP genes are co-regulated in a manner that might be explained by RP gene promoters acting 

as enhancers of other RP genes. This is evidenced by the fact that most RP genes promoters 

serve to activate transcription arising from the RpS12 gene promoter (Baumann & Gilmour, 

2017). Additionally, more recent studies suggest that there are classes of transcription factors 

that act at enhancers to activate or repress transcription from the RpS12 promoter (Stampfel et al, 

2015). This study identified 15 different classes of transcription factors with unique regulatory 

properties. Of the fifteen classes, four classes were found to enhance transcription from distal 

regulatory elements while one class was found to be repressive. Notably, one class was found to 

enhance transcription from the RpS12 promoter, but was repressive for all other developmental 

promoters tested. The factors in this particular class belong to the ZAD-Znf family. As noted 

previously, M1BP is part of the ZAD-Znf class of transcription factors (Chung et al, 2007). This 

question of enhancer-mediated activation of M1BP-bound genes is likely intimately related to 

M1BP’s function in genome organization. The fact that many ZAD-Znf factors interact with 
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CP190 suggests they might form a unique assembly required to drive constitutive expression of 

housekeeping genes.  

Since its initial report in 2013 (Li & Gilmour, 2013), there has been considerable interest 

in understanding M1BP’s function in transcription initiation (Baumann & Gilmour, 2017), 

pausing (Zouaz et al, 2017), and genome organization (Ramírez et al, 2018). M1BP’s 

contributions to these and other fundamental cellular processes are still likely underappreciated 

or unknown. Thus, the further study of M1BP is likely to shed additional light on these 

processes. M1BP and Motif 1 are critical to our understanding of many nuclear processes in 

Drosophila and could serve as valuable model to study genome organization, nucleosome 

depletion, and biomolecular condensate-driven transcription of gene networks.  

Materials and Methods 

Peak Calling 

The GEM (Guo et al, 2012) or MultiGPS (Mahony et al, 2014) peak callers were used to 

call GAF or M1BP peaks (respectively) using the default settings with Pre-immune and No-IgG 

ChIP-exo libraries serving as control samples. Genes having a GAF or M1BP peak within 100 bp 

of the TSS were identified and used for the NURF mapping.  

NURF Analysis 

NURF ChIP-chip data was downloaded from the GEO accession: GSE20829. The data I 

obtained was in bedgraph format with the log2 value of NURF ChIP/Input serving as the score in 

the fourth column. I used HOMER’s annotatePeaks function to map the log2 NURF values 

relative to the M1BP- and GAF-bound gene TSSs.  
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Preparation of Protein A Magnetic Sepharose Beads 

50 µl of protein A magnetic sepharose resin was collected and washed three times with 

500 µl 180 mM HEMG (180 mM KCl, 25 mM HEPES pH 7.6, 12.5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM EDTA 

pH 7.9, 10% glycerol). Each wash was performed at room temperature for 5 minutes with 

constant rotation. The resin was suspended in 250 µl 180 mM HEMG. 20 µl of M1BP, CP190, 

or pre-immune antisera was then added and the mixture was incubated for 2 hours at room 

temperature with constant rotation. The resin was rinsed with 180 mM HEMG three times as 

before and transferred to a new tube. The antibody-bound resin was rinsed three times with 500 

µl 200 mM sodium borate (pH 9.0). The antibody was then crosslinked to the resin by adding 

100 µl of 20 mM dimethyl pimelimidate in 200 mM sodium borate (pH 9.0) and incubating the 

mixture for 30 minutes at room temperature with constant rotation. The crosslinking reaction was 

stopped by decanting the solution and rinsing the resin with 100 µl 200 mM ethanolamine. 

Another 100 µl of 200 mM ethanolamine was added and the resin was incubated for 2 hours at 

room temperature to quench all crosslinking. Finally, the antibody-conjugated resin was washed 

three times with 180 mM HEMG as before. 0.02% sodium azide was added if the resin was to be 

stored for an extended period.  

Co-Immunoprecipitation Experiments 

Nuclear extracts from 0-12 hour Drosophila embryos were pre-cleared by incubating 1 

ml nuclear extract with 250 µl sepharose CL-6B resin for 1 hour at 4°C with constant rotation. 

250 µl of the pre-cleared nuclear extract was added to 10 µl (dry volume) of antibody-conjugated 

resin (preparation described above). Before the IP, the antibody-conjugated resins were pre-

eluted two times by incubation with 500 µl 100 mM Glycine (pH 2.5) for 15 minutes at room 

temperature with constant rotation. The pre-cleared extract and pre-eluted resins were incubated 
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overnight at 4°C with constant rotation. The following day the resin was washed at room 

temperature five times for five minutes per wash using 1 ml 180 mM HEMG. The resin was 

washed one additional time with 180 mM HEMG with a HEPES concentration of 5 mM instead 

of 25 mM. This was done in order to reduce the buffering capacity of the solution prior to eluting 

with glycine at low pH. Before elution, the resin was transferred to a new tube to reduce non-

specific background arising from proteins that might be stuck to the walls of the tube. To elute, 

the resin was incubated with 30 µl 100 mM Glycine (pH 2.5) for five minutes. The eluted 

material (and, in some cases, the unbound material) was subjected to 8% SDS-PAGE. For mass 

spectrometry analysis, the bands present in the M1BP IP lane, but not the Mock (pre-immune) IP 

lane were excised and submitted to the Penn State core facility for identification by LC-MS/MS. 

For western blot analysis, the material separated by SDS-PAGE was transferred to nitrocellulose 

membranes and probed with antibody against either α-chain Spectrin (1:50,000 dilution) or 

CP190 (1:10,000 dilution). α-chain Spectrin antibody was a gift from Claire Thomas. CP190 

antibody was a gift from Victor Corces. 
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● Analyzed inflammation levels following drug treatments of lymphoblastoid cell lines derived by Epstein - Barr virus infection of B-

cells isolated from patient blood samples 

 

PUBLICATIONS 

GFZF, a glutathione S-transferase protein implicated in cell cycle regulation and hybrid inviability, is a transcriptional co-activator. 

Baumann DG, Dai MS, Lu H, and Gilmour DS. Molecular and Cellular Biology 2017. doi: 10.1128/MCB.00476-17 

A sequence-specific core promoter binding transcription factor recruits TRF2 to coordinately transcribe ribosomal protein genes. 

Baumann DG, Gilmour DS. Nucleic Acids Research 2017. doi.org/10.1093/nar/gkx676 

Four Promoters of IRF5 Respond Distinctly to Stimuli and are Affected by Autoimmune-Risk Polymorphisms. Clark D, Read R, Mayhew 

V, Petersen S, Argueta L, Stutz L, Till R, Bergsten S, Robinson B, Baumann D, Heap J, Poole B. Frontiers in immunology 2013 vol: 4 pp: 360 

 

AWARDS 

Richard L. and Norma L. McCarl Graduate Endowment in Biochemistry, Microbiology, & Molecular Biology Oct 2017 

● Annual scholarship awarded to an outstanding graduate student 

 

Braddock-Roberts Graduate Fellowship, Penn State University Aug 2011 – Aug 2012 

● Incentive fellowship awarded to outstanding program applicants 

 

Office of Research and Creative Activities (ORCA) Grant recipient, Brigham Young University Aug 2009 – May 2010 

Full Tuition Scholarship, Utah Valley University Aug 2002 – Apr 2003 

  

 

MEETINGS and CONFERENCES 

Evolution And Core Processes In Gene Expression, ASBMB Special Symposia. Stowers Institute, Kansas City, MO. July 2017 

● Baumann DG, Dai MS, Lu H, and Gilmour DS. GFZF, a glutathione S-transferase protein implicated in cell cycle regulation and 

hybrid inviability, acts as a transcription factor at hundreds of genes. Poster 

  

Mechanisms of Eukaryotic Transcription, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, NY. August 2015 

● Baumann DG, and Gilmour DS. The Drosophila general regulatory factor M1BP drives ribosomal protein gene expression by 

recruiting TRF2 to their promoters. Poster 

  

Chromatin and Epigenetic Regulation of Transcription. Penn State University, University Park, PA. July 2015 

● Baumann DG, and Gilmour DS. The Drosophila general regulatory factor M1BP drives ribosomal protein gene expression by 

recruiting TRF2 to their promoters. Presentation & Poster 

  


